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Upgrade for Embedded PC family: Three years ago Beckhoff launched the CX1000 Embedded PC,
integrating PC technology with modular I/O as a DIN rail unit mounted in the control cabinet.
The CX1020 is a new member of this product family and offers higher CPU performance and enables
direct connection of EtherCAT I/O terminals.

34

worldwide

Beckhoff Home Automation controls the intelligent home: In January 2005, Bill Gates officially
commissioned the E-home technology at the “Home of Today” in Germany. Microsoft was the leading
partner for the E-home installation and made its software technology available for the infrastructure.
Beckhoff provided the PC- and Ethernet-based control concept for the Home of Today.

www.pc-control.net

16

special

10 years of Beckhoff Bus Terminals: From brave new idea to technology standard. Within
only one decade, the Beckhoff Bus Terminal has become a major automation technology
standard. However, the I/O system is by no means “running out of steam” – on the contrary,
it continues to be developed further with undiminished vigor. After all, innovation runs
like a continuous thread through the system’s history.
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Fieldbus technology
as a source of innovation

The current export growth rate of 10 % is evidence of the continuing competitiveness of the German economy. In addition to the automotive industry, machine
design and construction plays a dominant role in the world market. What is the
basis for this success? One of the main factors is, no doubt, the innovation capability of the machine manufacturers and their knowledge of the market, but also
the high standard of quality and good, solid engineering offered by the manufacturers. Export-oriented machine manufacturers still have the edge, particularly in terms of high-performance controllers and new concepts. Over the course of
time, controllers have developed from the “good old” PLC into IT control centers.
In addition to simple bit links, they establish the connection between operator
and machine and with other networks. More complex algorithms and larger data quantities are no longer a problem for modern controllers and the available
computing capacity has almost reached the point of: “Whatever is conceivable is
feasible.”
What was the starting point for this innovation? On one hand, there was increasing computing capacity. Thousands of developers continue to work on the
optimization of processors. Particularly for the PC, the hunger for more computing capacity and more memory has still not been satisfied. Automation technology greatly benefits from this situation, and the available performance is often
higher than actually required. Controllers take on more and more new functions
until they finally require the full computing capacity. Luckily, an even faster
processor offering a certain amount of reserve capacity is usually available by
then.

A further starting point for innovations in control technology is fieldbus technology. In practice, the large number of I/Os can no longer be wired at a single point.
The original motivation for the development of the fieldbus was saving of material and manpower for wiring. However, in the early fieldbus days the number of
data points was significantly smaller than today and associated cost savings were
small. Also, electronic components were more expensive than they are today. Typically, economical fieldbus solutions had 16 or 32 digital channels. If, like in the
first applications, 11 sensors had to be connected with the PLC via a 19-wire bus
cable, the necessity of a fieldbus was not easy to convey. However, fieldbuses did
make sense in a growing number of applications. The technology improved, and
the number of data points quickly increased.
10 years ago, a further push of innovation in fieldbus technology opened up new
areas of application. At the 1995 Hanover Fair, Beckhoff presented the Bus Terminal for the first time. The fieldbus modules were scaleable for 2 channels. This
enabled the total costs for fieldbus applications to be reduced even further. The
signal variety and small volume led to optimized, decentralized wiring of sensors
and actuators. Users benefited not only from cost savings as the new technology
enabled machines and systems to become smaller, voluminous cable ducts were
no longer required and, compared with the machine, the terminal boxes housing
the Bus Terminals were small. Separate control cabinets and, in some cases, signal distribution hardware were no longer required. Machine or system design
took less and less account of control technology, which, in turn, enabled more and
more sophisticated concepts for optimizing speed and quality.
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PLCopen MC certificate
for the TwinCAT PLC Motion
Control Toolbox
Eelco van der Wal, managing director
of PLCopen, hands over the certificate
to Dr. Josef Papenfort, TwinCAT product
manager at Beckhoff, during a press
conference.

The number of sensors and the complexity of sensor technology keeps increasing.
In line with these requirements, the Bus Terminal as a “swapped out” PLC periphery card developed more and more over recent years from an electronic terminal block to a modular gateway that maps a wide range of interfaces on the
most common fieldbuses. The number of sensor and actuator parameters continues to grow, leading to a further increase in data exchange with terminal devices.
Better operability and higher application productivity and quality lead to a requirement for higher transfer bandwidth.
In some current applications, a single fieldbus strand can no longer meet requirements in terms of data throughput and deterministic features. We have realized applications in which 6 fieldbuses had to be connected with a single PC.
With EtherCAT, we are able to overcome the fieldbus bottleneck so that future
generations of processors will be able to apply their full computing capacity to
the application. This means that we – and our customers – have plenty of scope
for further innovations, and we hope this will contribute to the further strengthening of our customers’ position in global competition.

Uwe Prüßmeier
Product Manager for Bus Terminals

In early 2002, Beckhoff was one of the first manufacturers to certify one
of their products (TwinCAT TcMC.lib) with the function blocks of version
1.0 of the PLCopen motion control standard. The blocks work in conjunction
with the NC PTP version of TwinCAT and have already been implemented
in many applications. Another Beckhoff product was certified in time for the
SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2004 Fair in Nuremberg/Germany – the TwinCAT PLC
Motion Control Toolbox. This software product now has the “PLCopen MC
certified” logo.
The TwinCAT PLC Motion Control Toolbox enables simple Motion Control
solutions to be programmed as pure PLC code. The advantage of this library
is its flexibility. Blocks can be freely combined and modified within the PLC
code. This library is particularly popular for complex hydraulic axes with
position and pressure control.
PLCopen www.plcopen.org
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Splashproof CP75xx Panel PC for mounting arm installation

High-end Industrial PC
directly at the machine

The Beckhoff Panel PCs are designed for installation in the front of a control cabinet (CP6xxx) or for mounting arm installation (CP7xxx). In combination with the wide range of Beckhoff Control Panels as control units, the add-on PCs offer a wide selection of Panel PCs
and represent a high-performance platform for machine construction and system engineering applications. The CP75xx 7-slot ATX add-on PC extends the range of mounting arm installation PCs with a high-performance version.

The CP75xx Panel PC-series is designed for mounting arm installation from the
top. Beckhoff CP78xx series Control Panels form the front of the IP-65 Panel PC.
The IPC can be equipped with a 15, 19 or 20 inch TFT display or as a monitor
without or with different types of keyboard. Touchscreen or touchpad options are
also available. With this panel PC series, the right display size and keyboard are
available for every application.
The attached PC with aluminum housing is installed behind the Control Panel and
can accommodate all components of a high-performance PC with Intel Pentium
4 up to 2.8 GHz. A disk drive or optionally a CD-ROM drive can be installed behind doors on the side. Cooling ribs on the outer panels ensure adequate cooling.
Two fans inside the enclosed housing ensure even heat distribution. The cooling
concept enables safe operation at ambient temperatures up to 45 °C.
The housing can be opened easily without having to remove the unit from the
mounting arm and allows rapid access for servicing and extensions to be made
to all integrated components.

Cooling ribs at the rear panel of the splashproof CP75xx add-on PC dissipate heat
generated during operation at ambient
temperatures up to 45 °C.

Product announcement: estimated market release 3rd quarter 2005

Standard features
| 7-slot ATX add-on PC with 6 free PCI slots (length up to 220 mm)
| Intel Celeron 2 GHz processor
| ATX motherboard for Intel Celeron or Pentium 4
| 256 MB DDR RAM, expandable up to 2 GB
| On-board graphic adapter, Intel Extreme Graphic, monitor connector
| ADD card with internal DVI connector to the Control Panel
| On-board Ethernet adapter with 10/100 base-t connection
| IDE hard disk, 2 1⁄2 inch, 20 GB, 1.44 MB floppy drive
| 2 RS232 serial interfaces and 2 serial interfaces that can be
configured as RS232, RS422 or RS485 on-board
| 6 USB 2.0 and 1 parallel port
| Keyboard connection and PS/2 mouse connection
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New housing for
multi-thermocouple modules

In contrast to the CP71xx add-on PC,
the CP75xx has an ATX motherboard
and 6 free PCI slots (instead of one).

The FM33xx fieldbus modules allow 12 or 32 thermocouples to be connected to a module. The multi-thermcouple connection is located in a
compact, splashproof housing and features a PROFIBUS DP interface. The
module’s circuit can operate the thermocouple sensors using 2-wire connections. Linearization over the full temperature range is realized with the
aid of a microprocessor. The temperature range can be selected freely.
With its IP 65 PC housing, the CP75xx
Panel PC enables mounting arm installation from the top.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

24 V DC power supply unit
All connections within the housing are located at the top of
the internal chassis
Protection class IP 65
Operating temperature 0 to 45 °C
Dimensions (W x H x D) 430 x 320 x 220 mm without Control Panel
Variable TFT display from the Beckhoff CP78x Control Panel family
Options: 15-inch display (1024 x 768), 19-inch display (1280 x 1024),
20-inch display (1600 x 1200)

The different versions of the FM33xx fieldbus module differ in terms of
the number of available thermocouple input channels (12 or 32 channels), the type of thermocouple that is implemented (type J or K), and the
housing type. As an alternative to the clip-on housing, the fieldbus modules are now also available with add-on housing. The housing features
two locking latches and a continuous rubber seal to provide an IP 65 connection to the socket element. In addition, this housing type features two
cast brackets with holes for attaching the module to mounting plates
(through-hole mounting).

Fieldbus module FM33xx in add-on housing with integrated locking latch.

Overview of the new fieldbus modules in add-on housing:
FM3312-B310-1000
TC thermocouple, 12-channel, type K
FM3312-B310-1010
TC thermocouple, 12-channel, type J
FM3332-B310-1000
TC thermocouple, 32-channel, type K
FM3332-B310-1010
TC thermocouple, 32-channel, type J
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Embedded PC as EtherCAT master

Addition to the family:
Embedded PC CX1020
Three years ago Beckhoff launched the CX1000 Embedded PC, thus integrating PC technology and modular I/O level as a top
hat rail unit in the control cabinet. With the CX1020 Beckhoff presents a new member of this product family, offering higher CPU performance
and direct connection of EtherCAT I/O terminals.

High performance with very compact design: Embedded-PC CX1020

Product announcement: estimated market release 3rd quarter 2005
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Intel CPU number

Processor

Clock frequency FSB

L2 Cache

TDP

Technology

760

Pentium M

2.0 GHz

533 MHz

2 MB

27 W

Dothan

745

Pentium M

1.8 GHz

400 MHz

2 MB

21 W

Dothan

738

Pentium M LV

1.4 GHz

400 MHz

2 MB

10 W

Dothan

713

Pentium M ULV

1.1 GHz

400 MHz

1 MB

11 W

Banias

370

Celeron M

1.5 GHz

400 MHz

1 MB

21 W

Dothan

320

Celeron M

1.3 GHz

400 MHz

512 kB

24.5 W

Banias

373

Celeron M ULV

1.0 GHz

400 MHz

512 kB

5W

Dothan

–

Celeron M ULV

0.6 GHz

400 MHz

512 kB

7W

Banias

Embedded roadmap for Pentium M processors

A closer look at the general interaction of control and fieldbus technology over
the last twenty years reveals a clear correlation between the respective processing speeds, particularly in the case of PC controllers. In the early days PC controllers were still relatively slow, since their signal acquisition cards provided
more data than the PCs could process. Then fieldbus systems arrived. They actually made data acquisition slower compared with discrete circuits, but they offered distributed I/O signals and enabled collection of larger data quantities. Over
time, the PC managed to gain the upper hand in terms of processing speed, since
the development of processors was – and still is – more continuous and more dynamic than that of fieldbus systems. Classic fieldbus systems frequently became
a bottleneck, since PCs could now offer real-time processing in the millisecond
range, while it was not possible to refresh the process image within this timeframe. Today, the pendulum is swinging back again and it is once again the PC
that has some catching up to do: In theory, advanced fieldbus systems such as
EtherCAT can scan in the process periphery within less than 10 µs, but currently
no PC offers this kind of cycle time.
These considerations show that the fieldbus is no longer the bottleneck, and the
reaction time of a PC-based controller is determined by the performance of its
processor. Accordingly, faster response times offer higher parts output from production machines, better production tolerance & repeatability etc. In short: the
faster, the better. Based on these considerations Beckhoff presents the CX1020
Embedded PC, a new, faster member of the CX family.
Step change in CPU performance
While the CX1000 featured an AMD Geode processor with 266 MHz, the CX1020
is equipped with an Intel Celeron M CPU offering 600 MHz. It is an energy-saving device that operates with ultra-low core voltage and features low thermal
power dissipation of only 7 W TDP (thermal design power). As a result, no fan is
required despite the compact design of the CX1020 Embedded PC. Since compact
flash is used as boot and memory medium, no rotating media are required in the
controller. This is an important aspect for increasing the MTBF (mean time between failures) of the overall system.
In combination with the proven Intel 855GME chipset, the graphics hardware is
also implemented in a cost-saving manner, since it is already included in the
chipset. As usual for Pentium M, DDR RAM is used as the main memory. The ba-

sic configuration comes with 256 MB. Since it is internally configured as SO
DIMM, the RAM memory can be expanded up to 1 GB by using different memory modules.
The CPU was chosen based on the fact that it is part of the embedded roadmap
(overview on the top) for Intel Pentium M processors, which means that they are
likely to be available for several years. Intel mentions five years, although the actual figure may be higher or lower.
In general, the Intel Pentium M processor family and its “slimmed-down” Celeron
M variants are interesting for controller applications, since their performance is
comparable to that of P4 processors with higher clock speeds (a 2 GHz Pentium
M, for example, does not have to shy away from a comparison with a 2.4 GHz
P4), but they are characterized by significantly lower thermal output.
In an industrial environment, the yardstick for performance is the time a CPU requires for processing 1000 PLC commands. While this test has not yet been standardized (although first attempts for defining a standard have been made), it
does provide a guide for classifying processors. Measurements undertaken by
Beckhoff indicated that a 600 MHz Celeron M is indeed comparable with an 850
MHz Intel PIII. The comparative measurements were carried out with 5000 rows
of PLC instructions combining a wide range of operations (LD, ST, ADD, SUB,
string, bit and compare operations) with different data types. What the diagram
does not show is the fact that, for larger programs with more than approximately 25,000 rows, the Celeron M is always faster than the PIII 850. This can mainly
be attributed to the larger second level Advanced Transfer Cache of the Celeron
M (512 kB).
Similar features
The case and assembly concept of the CX1020 is similar to that of its smaller
brother, the CX1000: Both Embedded PCs consist of several components that can
be assembled by the user – in their simplest form they consist of a CPU module
and a multi-functional power supply unit. The PC104 bus is used for the connection between these and all other CX components, although in the CX1020 this
was extended with EtherCAT signals. The basic CPU module is equipped with two
RJ45 sockets and an integrated 3-port switch as standard. In practice, this often
means that no separate switch is required, since a line topology can be configured conveniently. This saves costs, for example in building installations, where
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s/1 k PLC instructions
50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
AMD Geode
266 MHz

Intel Celeron P3
650 MHz

Intel P3
850 MHz

Intel Cel. M ULV
600 MHz

Intel Pentium M
1.6 GHz

Intel P4
2.4 GHz

Intel P4
3.2 GHz

Comparative measurements with 5000 rows of PLC instructions

Structure of an IT line topology with subordinate EtherCAT islands

EtherCAT

EtherCAT

Ethernet

several room controls can be distributed across each floor, which otherwise would
have to be networked via a star topology. Like the CX1000, the CX1020 can be
expanded with optional system interfaces. A DVI-I (=DVI-D + VGA) output, two
USB-2.0 interfaces, up to four RS232 interfaces and audio are available. The four
RS232 interfaces feature opto-decoupling and can optionally be implemented as
RS422/RS485.
The CX1020 is not fussy when it comes to selecting a suitable fieldbus system: In
addition to EtherCAT, it supports all main classic fieldbuses. The same PROFIBUS,
CANopen, DeviceNet, Lightbus and Sercos fieldbus master and slave components
are used as for the CX1000.
The same reusability also applies to the multi-functional power supply units of
the CX1000, which are available as different versions without I/O terminal connection, with K-Bus connection, with K-Bus and IP-Link connection for IP 67 protected Fieldbus Box modules and a new power supply unit with direct connection
facility for the Beckhoff EtherCAT terminals.
All power supply units share the integrated NOVRAM, the illuminated 2 x 16character FSTN display and the navigation key.
EtherCAT as a fast I/O system
The CX1020 Embedded PC was developed for optimum interaction with EtherCAT. The two Ethernet interfaces of the CPU module are not primarily intended
for EtherCAT operation, although technically this would be feasible. These two
“IT” interfaces are internally connected with a MAC (Media Access Controller).

For EtherCAT the CX1020 offers a second MAC, i.e. an internal Ethernet interface
that is also 100-Mbit-capable. Its physical signal level is transformed to the E-bus
in the CX1100-0004 power supply unit, enabling direct connection of EtherCAT
terminals with the Embedded PC. The E-bus runs through each individual terminal as a physical LVDS signal with a maximum delay of 10 ns per terminal. Due
to the EtherCAT protocol definition it is able to accept and issue data from and
to each device (terminal) during telegram execution. The physical communication
bandwidth is thus utilized twice, leading to a substantial increase in the usable
data rate. Since the Ethernet controller of the CX1020 takes the process data directly from the RAM and stores them again in the RAM, the usual delays for copying data between a dual-ported RAM of a PCI or ISA (PC104) fieldbus card are a
thing of the past. In practice this means shorter cycle times and therefore shorter response times. In combination with the fast CPU processing time this offers
new opportunities: A PLC task with a cycle time of 100 µs can always process an
updated process image, for example.
Interestingly, EtherCAT offers several options for connecting classic fieldbus systems with the CX1020, either as a CX1500-xxxx module directly with the CPU or
as an EtherCAT device in terminal form. The PROFIBUS master is available either
as a CX1500-M310 or as an EL6731 EtherCAT terminal. Both types offer the same
performance characteristics – e. g. both support PROFIBUS DP-V2. In practice, this
means that the PROFIBUS master can be positioned exactly where it is required
within a machine. It no longer has to be implemented as a plug-in card in the IPC
or a master controller in the control cabinet.
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Slot-oriented mapping
of PROFIBUS Bus Couplers

PLC, Motion Control, interpolation and HMI
As a top hat rail IPC and in conjunction with the TwinCAT software from Beckhoff, the CX1020 offers the same functionality as large Industrial PCs. In terms of
PLC, up to four virtual IEC 61131 CPUs can be programmed with up to four tasks
each, with a minimum cycle time of 50 microseconds. All IEC 61131-3 languages
can be used.
Moreover, all TwinCAT functionalities are available for Motion Control applications: In theory, up to 256 axes can be controlled. In addition to simple point-topoint movements, more complex multi-axis functions such as electronic gearbox,
cam plates and flying saw can be implemented. In contrast to the CX1000, due
to its higher CPU performance the CX1020 can now also execute interpolating
3D path movements and DIN66025 programs.
In addition to real-time execution of control tasks, the TwinCAT real-time kernel
ensures that enough time remains for the user interface (HMI), to communicate
with the real-time components via software interfaces such as ADS or OPC.
For the CX1020 the same basic principle applies: It is a programming tool for all
controllers. The complete programming of PLC, Motion Control and visualization
is transferable to all PC controls from Beckhoff, which is reassuring in cases where
it becomes apparent during a project that a P4 with 3.4 GHz and hyperthreading
has to be used after all.
Suitable operating systems for the CX1020 are Microsoft Windows CE, Windows
XP Embedded or Windows XP Professional. The latter is made possible through
the development of the compact flash storage media that are now available in
sizes between 2 GB and a maximum of 8 GB.
Conclusions
Performance with very compact design: The CX1020 is a new member of the Embedded PC family from Beckhoff. In combination with EtherCAT as the fieldbus it
offers response times of less than one millisecond, thereby opening up new application options and scope for process improvement. The only downside affects
automation literature typography: the “µ” sign will have to be used more often.

The firmware for the BK3120 and BK3150 PROFIBUS Bus
Couplers has been optimized as part of the further development of the Bus Terminal I/O system. The new software features enable the Bus Terminals to be parameterized in the
configurator (e.g. Step7) in the order they are physically
placed.
In the past, the Bus Terminals were entered into the process
image of the Bus Coupler depending on their data format,
i.e. first all byte- or word-oriented Bus Terminals (e.g. analog
terminals), followed by the digital terminals. The Bus Terminals can now be configured according to their hardware
setup. A further advantage is that 2- or 4-bit Bus Terminals
can optionally start a new byte or fill a byte that is already
in use.
Each Bus Terminal can also be deactivated via parameter
data or DP-V1 services from an existing configuration. This
means that the configuration only has to be created once.
If the Bus Terminal’s full configuration is not required, the
associated Bus Terminals can simply be deactivated. The program, the addressing and the configuration remain unaffected. Furthermore, complex Bus Terminals can be configured
via the parameter data of the PROFIBUS (e.g. KL3312
thermocouple terminals).
The new software features can be activated in conjunction
with a new GSD file. They can be used from software version
BC (BK3120) or version B4 (BK3150). The GSD files are available from Beckhoff support (support@beckhoff.com). Older
projects can continue to use the conventional GSD file –
and, therefore, standard addressing – without problems.
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Windows CE 5.0 in
automation technology applications
Since the release of version 3.0, more and more industrial automation users are switching to
Windows CE. Of special interest – in addition to real-time capability and comprehensive network functions – is the
fact that Windows CE supports advanced software tools such as XML and .NET. The new CX1020 Embedded PC from
Beckhoff is based on Windows CE 5.0. Ramon Barth, manager software development at Beckhoff, provides an outline
of some of the new features.

With version 5.0 Windows CE
has matured further, reducing
the gap with desktop Windows.
Due to its real-time capability
and its small “footprint,”
Windows CE is quite suitable
for general embedded applications. Windows CE 5.0 supports
OEMs dealing with automation
technology even better than
before and enables them to
concentrate on their own core
competency. The new licence
conditions and the low basic
price for the core version make
the Windows CE product increasingly interesting.

Windows CE 5.0 from Microsoft offers new operating system features (including
hardware support) and the “Platform Builder” development system. Windows CE
5.0 includes many innovations, none of which are revolutionary on their own, but
overall, the modifications and extensions round out the existing operating system
features. Windows CE reduces the development gap compared with desktop Windows while retaining its significantly smaller “footprint.” The smallest Windows
CE implementation only requires approx. 300 kB of ROM. The size of the core version of the Windows CE platform for the CX1000 Embedded PC from Beckhoff is
approx. 8 MB – there had not been special attention paid to size optimization
during its development.
Quality for short time to market
Following requests from many OEM customers, Microsoft fundamentally revised
the OAL (OEM adaptation layer), BSPs (board support packages) and device driv-

ers provided for Windows CE in terms of performance, portability and maintenance. Microsoft now talks about “production quality”. This means: OALs and device drivers were revised with particular attention to maintainability and portability. The monolithic structure of the previous OAL version made adding or removing functions for adapting the software to different hardware configurations
quite difficult. Componentizing of the OAL makes reusing code and hardware
adaptation within a processor family much easier. Ultimately, this results in shorter development times for the OEM. Particularly for automation technology, where
products are often sold in small or medium quantities, this is an essential factor.
No OEM wants to invest man-years in the development of the operating system
platform.
The documentation is an additional time-saving tool. For Windows CE 5.0, the
help system and the content of the “Platform Builder” development tool has been
revised and expanded.
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Windows CE Platform Development Process
Device Bring-Up

Platform
Development

Hardware Design

Develop Custom
Drivers
Testing and
Integration

Application
Development

Custom Windows CE
Catalog Items

Load ROM Monitor

Create Boot Loader

OAL Development

BSP Development

Boot Minimum Kernel
on Hardware
Testing and
Integration
Develop and Integrate
Catalog Items
Testing and
Integration

“Development Process” Windows CE platform

Testing and
Integration

Application and
Middleware

“Platform Builder” 5.0

Windows CE includes CETK (Windows CE Test Kit) as support for OEM quality assurance efforts. For CE 5.0, this feature was fundamentally revised with simpler
operation in mind. The number of individual tests available was increased from
30 to 50. Many aspects of an embedded device can, thus, be checked with readymade, standardized tests without having to write special test code. The new OAL
cache test, for example, checks the memory system of a Windows CE device. It
can detect faults in memory chips or in the OAL implementation.
Improvements in the “Platform Builder”, the development environment for Windows CE platform design, also increase the productivity. The “Platform Builder”
(PB) is essentially a graphical user interface (GUI) for the command line-based
Windows CE build process. Specifically, PB 5.0 standardizes the Windows CE for
IDE and command line creation process. This results in simplified handling for the
developer. Even though the new build options shorten the development process,
it is still relatively demanding, which is why it is advisable to use a high-performance PC for development tasks (3.x GHz CPU, 512 MB RAM and fast hard
disk system, e.g. SATA RAID 0). Ultimately, the efficiency of the “Platform Builder”
depends on the product philosophy of the device manufacturer: Beckhoff, for example, offers customer-specific Windows CE configurations for its devices, which
involves intense utilization of the PB. Other providers offer a device type with a
fixed Windows CE configuration.
Convenience and availability through up-to-date hardware
Apart from improvements to existing features, interesting new hardware support
features have been introduced. The PCMCIA/PC card architecture was fully revised; for example, it now supports 32-bit card bus controllers, which significantly increases the number of available controllers and interface cards. This particularly applies to 100-Mbit Fast Ethernet adapters and 802.11g 54-Mbit WLAN
cards, for which the PCMCIA interface offers insufficient data throughput.
Another issue is USB 2.0. Automation technology offers a growing number of devices and chips for this interface. Windows CE 5.0 now also provides driver support. Particularly noteworthy are the USB 2.0 EHCI host controller driver and the

USB function controller drivers. For example, they enable the OEM to connect the
automation device with a PC as a “mass storage” device via USB. In this way, the
end user benefits from convenient access to the device data.
Support for advanced technologies such as USB 2.0 is also important from the
point of view of component availability and applicability of Windows CE on modern PCs. The first thought that usually comes to mind in conjunction with Windows CE are small devices with rather low computing capacity, but Windows CE
can just as well be used on a modern PC. Microsoft and various chip manufacturers offer suitable drivers. On a Pentium-M-based Embedded PC with Windows
CE 5.0, for example, real-time applications with cycle times of 100 µs or large machine control tasks can be realized. Performance-hungry Windows CE SCADA applications can also be satisfied with modern PC technology.
Graphics performance for intelligent monitors
Many applications use Windows CE as the operating system for visualization systems. The fact that Windows CE version 5 introduces a range of optimizations and
extensions such as Direct3D-Mobile (Mobile refers to a “light” version) is good
news. “Thin client” applications, in which the Windows CE device is used as an
intelligent screen for a remote server, benefit from a revised RDP implementation
(RDP = remote desktop protocol). On one hand, Windows CE now supports RDP
5.5 (instead of 5.1), on the other hand, an optimized process architecture promises performance improvements by up to 30 %. Due to their low computing power and memory requirements, “thin clients” can be operated with passively
cooled processors and flash memory, enabling robust configuration of industrial
operating stations. One or several of these “screens” can be connected with a
server via Ethernet-based media.
Efficient application development with advanced software tools
Windows CE 5.0 forms the basis for further intelligent device developments from
Microsoft. .NET Compact Framework 2.0 and Visual Studio 2005, for example, require CE 5.0 embedded devices. These new tools are very interesting for software
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developers. They offer optimized speed and version 2.0 with .NET CF closes certain gaps compared with .NET Framework for the desktop, making multi-platform
development much easier. In addition to the functionality already provided by version 1.0, “.NET CF-2.0” now supports COM interoperability, user controls, XPath
and a complete ADO.net, for example. Another useful new feature is automatic
adaptation of the visual elements to the screen resolution and orientation.
Visual Studio 2005 offers new graphic design tools for creation of user interfaces
in WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) mode. Furthermore, Visual Studio
2005 offers exciting new features for the C++ developer community. Previously,
C++ programs for Windows CE-based devices were written with embedded Visual C++. VS 2005 integrates this process into the general Visual Studio environment and features the same compiler front end as the desktop compiler. This facilitates migration from Win32 applications. Furthermore, C++ developers are
provided with a modern compiler that meets current standards.
In addition, the debugging interface in Windows CE was completely revised,
greatly assisting the development of software for Windows CE devices. Windows
CE 5.0 introduces an integrated interface for communication between the development PC and the Windows CE based device. This infrastructure is referred to as
“core connectivity” and is supported by “Platform Builder” (IDE for development
of the Windows CE platform) and Visual Studio 2005. However, it should be noted that version 5 of Windows CE still only offers a subset of the functions available in Windows XP, which is understandable given its much smaller size. Usually this does not equate to restricted functionality, since Windows XP includes
many of the missing API functions purely for compatibility reasons. However, this
fact has to be taken into account in the development of migration-capable software.
Windows CE 5.0 devices come with “Windows CE Error Reporting”, a “Dr. Watson”-style tool for improved troubleshooting. When an application crashes, the
tool saves information that can support the debugging efforts of the software developer. Even though “Dr. Watson” is a rather unwelcome guest with users, the
log files facilitate the detection of application errors. Only time will tell how often the option of uploading the log files to “watson.microsoft.com” will be used
in practice.

Thanks to the separate address spaces for processes under Windows CE, application errors have no impact on the stability of the overall system. TwinCAT CE from
Beckhoff, for example, continues to run as a real-time Windows CE process, while
another process may write its application errors into the Dr. Watson file. It should
be noted that, thanks to TwinCAT CE, Windows CE devices can also be programmed with the IEC 61131-3 programming languages. This is an efficient approach for most automation applications without a visual display.
Network and communication
Comprehensive network functionality has been one of the fundamental features
of Windows CE right from the start. Here too, version 5.0 offers improvements
such as peer-to-peer networking (API and protocol configuring server-less networks consisting of equal network devices) and improved performance for TCP/IP
routing and bridging. Peer-to-peer support simplifies the configuration of machine systems with distributed Windows CE nodes. Today, networking of automation devices via Ethernet is state of the art in automation technology applications. However, like with all communication technologies, problems can still occur. Network monitors that record the data traffic are often used for diagnostic
purposes. The “NDIS Packet Capturing” component of Windows CE 5.0 supports
recording of network telegrams directly on the Windows CE device. The sample
implementation supplied with the source code saves the data traffic in a format
that is compatible with the “Microsoft Windows Network Monitor”. The code can
be modified if an alternative data format is preferred.
In terms of network functions, device manufacturers will also be interested in the
“Remote Configuration Framework”, the basic infrastructure for creating webbased user interfaces for devices without visual displays offered by Windows CE
5.0. Windows CE’s speech input interface offers a somewhat different type of
communication, the benefits of which may not be immediately apparent in the
context of automation. This function enables the realization of speech-controlled
applications for building automation, for example. This was used for speech-controlled doors at the Chelsea Flower Show 2004 (the world’s largest flower and
garden fair). PLC programmers can easily link speech commands and local PLC
variables via an XML file.
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As a provider of PC-based control technology, Beckhoff benefits from the utilization
of different Windows operating systems. Beckhoff is able to offer a uniform technology
based on the same basic code, ranging from very small Windows CE devices to very
powerful PCs with Windows XP.

Germanischer Lloyd
certifies Bus Terminal
for shipbuilding

Licensing
With Windows CE 5.0, the license conditions for utilizing and changing the
Windows CE source code were modified. All licensees now have access to the
source code (shared source) and can modify it. They even have permission to sell
the derivatives commercially. Licensees retain ownership of their derived code
and do not have to share their modifications with Microsoft, partners or competitors. A device manufacturer may, for example, optimize the scheduler in the
Windows CE kernel for his applications and sell the modified Windows CE with
his devices. No disclosure whatsoever of the modification is required, so that the
“know-how” of the device manufacturer remains protected.
The costs for an individual core version license remain unchanged at US$ 3.00,
as introduced with version 4.2. Considering the low price, the core version offers
significant scope. With this version, the device manufacturer receives a fully
equipped operating system with full network support, web/FTP server, graphic
user interface and additional libraries. Not included are Internet Explorer and
tools for displaying office documents. These are available with the “Professional”
or “Professional Plus” versions.
Benefits for end users
In general, users are more interested in the features of the overall device than
those of the operating system. Benefits offered by an operating system, therefore,
tend to have indirect effects on users. For example, a device manufacturer being
able to free up capacities for the development of the actual device function on
the basis of a simple and time-saving operating system adaptation, enabling improvement of the functionality of the device. Users rarely utilize the operating system directly, but rather the applications running on it. Similarly, automation technology typically does not use standard programs such as Internet Explorer or
Word, but programs such as visualization interfaces or PLC systems that are developed for special tasks.

Beckhoff Bus Terminals have passed the
Germanischer Lloyd type approval procedure for environment categories A, B, C
and D. This means they can be used in shipbuilding and in the onshore and offshore
sector. For many applications the Bus Terminals were tested beyond the specification;
for example higher vibration stress up to
4 g or electromagnetic compatibility for
application on the bridge or open deck.
For shipbuilding applications, the surge
filter terminals KL9540 or KL9550 must be
used. The KL9540 system terminal contains
an overvoltage filter for the 24 V field supply, while the KL9550 is for the 24 V field
and system supply. The filter protects the
Bus Terminals from line-bound surge voltages that can occur due to high-energy disturbances such as switching overvoltages
at inductive consumers or lightning strikes
at the supply lines. The Bus Terminals
KL9540 or KL9550 protect the Bus Terminal
station from damage in particularly harsh
environments.
A current list of the certified Bus Terminals
and Bus Couplers can be found on the
Beckhoff website. Technical approval of
further variants and by other ship classification organizations is in progress.
Certifications:
www.beckhoff.com/
certifications
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1995

1996

1997

– Presentation of Beckhoff Bus Terminals

– Mass delivery of the first Bus Terminals

– First Bus Terminal Controller: PROFIBUS (BC3100)

– “Standard” and “Economy” Bus Coupler

– ControlNet Bus Coupler (BK7000)

at the Hanover Fair

(BKxx00, BKxx10) for PROFIBUS, Lightbus,

– RS232/RS485 Bus Coupler (BK8000/BK8100)

Interbus, CANopen and DeviceNet

From brave idea to technology standard
Within only one decade, the Beckhoff Bus Terminal has become a major automation technology standard. Although ten years is a long time, especially for a technology company such as Beckhoff, the I/O system is by no means “running out of
steam” – on the contrary, it continues to be developed further with undiminished
vigor. After all, innovation runs like a continuous thread through its history.
“A particularly interesting aspect is the original conceptual approach for the Bus
Terminal,” said Uwe Prüßmeier, product manager for Bus Terminals, who has been
involved with their development right from the start, i.e. since 1994, when the
idea began to take shape. Only one year later, i. e. exactly a decade ago, the first
products were released into the “world of automation.” At the time, a number of
other players wanted to use block modules to reduce the wiring time in the field.
Beckhoff too offered an associated block solution based on their own fieldbus,
Lightbus. “However, the new concept went a step further,” said Uwe Prüßmeier.
“We not only wanted to reduce the number of wires, we also wanted to replace
the traditional terminal block with an electronic version, thus pushing electronics
into the field further than ever before. Due to the amount of electronics that had
to be integrated, it was not possible to retain the typical terminal block width of
6 mm, so we decided to use a double-width block in order to retain the original
grid size.”
A further aim of the concept was to create a fieldbus-independent I/O system,
which ultimately manifested itself in the wide variety of Bus Couplers available

today. Uwe Prüßmeier explained that this kind of openness was in fact deliberate: “Within a very short time we implemented the first Bus Couplers. After only
one and a half years, in addition to the Bus Coupler, we were able to offer our
own Lightbus plus variants for CAN, Interbus, PROFIBUS and serial coupling stations. The fact that the implementation of the innovative concept required a good
degree of courage at the time is demonstrated by the fact that, due to its modularity, our competitors regarded the whole system as too expensive and complex
and therefore as insoluble for around two years.” However, open-minded pilot
customers such as Bertelsmann and Miele were very interested in the benefits offered by the system.
They were impressed by the flexibility of the Beckhoff system compared with the
previously available block modules, the looped through power contacts and the
simple handling thanks to the “invisible” internal K-Bus. The Bus Terminals were
also convincing in terms of cost, which were comparable with those for the block
modules. The system was, in fact, less expensive overall due to the reduced number of channels.
Unrivaled modularity and flexibility
Michael Jost, product manager for Bus Terminals and EtherCAT, confirmed the significance of modularity: “Especially in the early days ten years ago, the modular
concept, which only requires one address for each Bus Coupler, was particularly
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1998

1999

– Modbus Bus Coupler (BK7300, BC7300)

– Ethernet TCP/IP Bus Coupler (BK9000, BC9000)

– “Low Cost” Bus Coupler (LCxxxx) for PROFIBUS,

– Universal Serial Bus (USB) Bus Coupler (BK9500)

CANopen and DeviceNet

– Analog input/output terminals, 16 bit (KL31x2, KL41x2)
– Resistance bridge Bus Terminal (KL3351)
– Fieldbus Box, the data-compatible extension for the Bus Terminal system in protection class IP 67

The Bus Terminal product managers:
Uwe Prüßmeier (Bus Terminal, customerspecific developments), Ralf Vienken
(Bus Coupler and Bus Terminal Controller),
Michael Jost (Bus Terminal and EtherCAT
Terminal), Dirk Bechtel (Fieldbus Box).

significant because bus addresses were very ‘precious’ at the time. The only reason for block modules requiring a second master or repeater was often the fact
that they ran out of bus addresses.” However, the block concept, e.g. in the form
of the new, compact Beckhoff KM modules, makes sense again today, since machines now offer much higher I/O capacity. The early Bus Terminal customers, for
example, currently use up to 60% more sensors. Uwe Prüßmeier added: “Users
now benefit from the granularity of the system, for example, if a new sensor is
added.”
Bus Terminals also set standards right from the start in terms of the signal range
they covered. Initially, the standard signals (0 to 24 mA, ±10 V) and temperature

were implemented so that Beckhoff was at eye level with the competition immediately. However, Beckhoff wanted more, an incremental encoder/SSI interface
for drive systems, or a serial interface for scanners and printers, for example. Uwe
Prüßmeier explained: “This wide range of possible applications was new for our
customers. Thanks to these additional features, which we were able to offer as a
supplement to the already very well received Bus Terminal system, we experienced almost no acceptance problems in the market.” Ralf Vienken, product manager for Bus Couplers, said: “Our competitors offered hardly any serial interfaces
and if they did, they were very expensive. With Beckhoff products, they could simply be configured with the I/O system. Plus, our system already included the Bus
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2000

2001

– SERCOS interface Bus Coupler (BK7500)

– Power terminal for Siemens contactors

– ”Economy plus” Bus Coupler (BKxx20) for Lightbus, PROFIBUS, Interbus and DeviceNet

of the Sirius 3R series (KL8001)

– Interbus Bus Terminal Controller (BC4000)

– 8-channel digital input/output terminal (KL1xx8, KL2xx8)

– Terminal bus extension, end terminal and coupler terminal (KL9020, KL9050)

– Pulse train output terminal (KL2521)

– Digital terminals for type 2 sensors (KL13x2, KL13x4)

– Oscilloscope terminal for resistance bridges (KL3361, KL3362)

– Digital terminals for NAMUR sensors (KL1352)
– Triac output terminal (KL2712)
– 4-channel analog input/output terminal (KL3xx4, KL4xx4)

Coupler. In other systems, users had to pay additional, basic bus interface costs
for the serial interface.”
Retaining the edge through technology
Technological awareness has not only paid off in the development of the Bus Terminal, but runs like a thread through the whole decade. Ralf Vienken said: “We
still have the edge over competitive products. Every year we develop new terminals and Bus Couplers. We deliberately combine technology with practical knowhow, i.e. our system offers exactly what is required in practice.” Uwe Prüßmeier
added: “On the one hand, the establishment of the Bus Terminal technology as
an automation standard confirms that our original strategy was right, and it
means investment security for the market. On the other hand, we utilized the time
for further developments; for example, we took new technologies on board such
as better processors and smaller chips and we were also able to offer our customers more cost-effective designs. State-of-the-art technology also enabled us
to open up new areas of application. Examples are the power terminal, the power measurement terminal and the oscilloscope terminal.”
Another system enhancement was the integration of the stepper motor output
stage into the Bus Terminal. And then there was the master terminal, enabling the
system to be used not only for signal acquisition, but also as a gateway. For Uwe

Prüßmeier this is particularly important: “Because each gateway means additional expenses and usually a significant break in continuity. The master terminal
enables customers to remain within the “Beckhoff world” throughout. Largely
thanks to our TwinCAT software, the complete automation technology from the
controller (BC and BX series) to the Industrial PC (CX1000, IPC) can be covered
with a single development system. This represents another communication benefit, especially since we are already offering a coherent system with very little
overhead.”
The Bus Terminal innovation continues
Meanwhile, Bus Terminals have been produced on the order of millions and have
become established in all industry sectors around the globe. Due to its universal
concept, the Beckhoff I/O system is used in a wide range of applications, from
production machines to Ethernet-based building automation.
The Bus Terminal system from Beckhoff offers many advantages, based on our
comprehensive and long-standing know-how. If required, we are able to develop
couplers for new bus systems very quickly, which are then immediately available
for the complete I/O range. As of early 2005, 57 standard Bus Couplers and controllers and 187 different standard Bus Terminals were available. In addition, there
are 16 customer-specific Bus Couplers and 210 special Terminals. The breadth of
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2002

2003

– Embedded PC CX1000

– TwinSAFE Bus Terminals – Integration of safety functions into

– Digital input terminal for break-in alarm (KL1362), thermistor (KL1382)
– Triac output terminal (KL27x2)

the Bus Terminal system
– Bus Terminal Controller series BX for PROFIBUS, CANopen, DeviceNet,

– Accurate resistance bridge evaluation (KL3356)

RS232/RS485, Ethernet TCP/IP

– 3-phase power measurement terminal (KL3403)

– EtherCAT Bus Coupler (BK1120)

– Incremental Encoder Interface (KL5151)

– Compact Bus Coupler/Controller (BKxx50, BXxx50) for PROFIBUS,

– AS interface master terminal (KL6201)
– DALI/DSI master and power supply terminal (KL6811)

CANopen, DeviceNet
– Fipio “Economy plus” Bus Coupler (BK7420)
– 8-channel analog input/output terminal (KL3xxx, KL4xxx)
– Wireless Adapter for EnOcean radio technology (KL6023)
– Connection for Schneider motor starter TeSys Model U (KL86xx)

possible applications demonstrates the Beckhoff market orientation, which manifests itself in rapid recognition of new trends and requirements. Implementation
is usually very quick, since no additional equipment has to be purchased and all
the know-how required is available in-house.
According to Uwe Prüßmeier, another concrete innovation for the future is that
TwinSAFE now offers the advantages of fieldbuses for safety technology: “The
current solution is used mainly as a relay replacement, but in the future, users are
likely to ask for more. By mid-2005, the system will have been fully SIL 3-certified.” The safe logic terminal from Beckhoff covers around 90 percent of applications so that in many cases, no additional safety PLC or, as mentioned above, fewer safety relays are required, and therefore, more space is available in the control
cabinet. This results in better availability of safety technology for customers since
separate safety PLCs are not only expensive, but they are also difficult to configure and would have to be linked to the general control system. Uwe Prüßmeier
sees significant innovation potential in this area: “We currently support the
PROFIsafe safety bus. For the purpose of openness, our aim is to implement additional safety buses.”

Bus Terminal technology also opens up new application areas in another way, i.e.
in the form of the Fieldbus Box system in protection class IP 67, which can be
mounted directly at the machine. Dirk Bechtel, Fieldbus Box product manager at
Beckhoff, said: “The benefits of Bus Terminals such as openness, large signal variety and a high degree of flexibility, have been transferred to the concept of the
IP 67 system.”
The trend towards customer-specific Bus Terminals with tailor-made signal mix also originated from concrete demand for practical applications. “This was the reason for the development of the KMxxxx terminal modules, which offer significant
cost benefits through their higher packaging density and application-specific signal mix, particularly for systems with a large number of units,” explained Ralf
Vienken. “The KM modules, therefore, are the logical next step in the development of the Bus Terminal system. They offer the familiar flexibility, since Bus Terminals can still be connected as usual.”
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2004

2005

– 16-, 32- and 64-channel digital output terminal module (KMxxxx)

– Hans Beckhoff demonstrates the Bus Terminal system

– CC-Link “Compact” Bus Coupler, Modbus “Compact” Bus Coupler (BK7150, BK7350)

to Bill Gates at the Home of Today (see also report on p. 34).

– PROFInet, Ethernet/IP Bus Coupler (BK9000, BC9000)
– Ethernet TCP/IP Bus Coupler with 2-channel switch (BK9100), BC9100
– Stepper motor terminal (KL25x1)

– Cycle monitoring terminal (watchdog) (KL2692)
– High-precision 2-channel analog input terminals with self-calibration (KL31x2)

Bus Terminal features
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Modular I/O system in protection class IP 20, consisting of electronic terminal blocks with a 12 mm wide case, for direct sensor/actuator wiring.
Over 180 different Bus Terminals for all signal types: digital l/O, 0 ... 10 V, ±10 V, 0 ... 20 mA, 4 ... 20 mA, thermocouple, PT100, strain gauges,
relay, counter, PWM, SSI, incremental encoder interface.
Communication terminals enable the integration of subsystems such as AS interface, RS232, RS485 or DALI.
Bus Couplers for 15 fieldbus systems: PROFIBUS, Ethernet TCP/IP, EtherCAT, CANopen, DeviceNet, Interbus, RS232, RS485, Modbus, SERCOS interface,
USB, ControlNet, Fipio, CC-Link and Lightbus.
Space saving and cost-efficient through fine modularity: Bus Terminals as 1-, 2-, 4- and 8-channel versions, no restriction on mixing of signal types.
Terminal modules with plug-in wiring combine 16, 32 or 64 digital I/Os within a very small space and with high packaging density.
Potential feed terminals, optionally available with fuse, diagnostic functions and overvoltage protection, enable configuration of different potential groups.
Terminal Bus extension enables the connection of up to 255 Bus Terminals to a single station.
Integrated safety: The TwinSAFE Bus Terminals enable the connection of all common safety sensors and actuators.
Integrated Motion Control solution for DC and stepper motors.
Bus Terminals enable measuring tasks to be dealt with high precision and particularly fast sampling.
Scalable control system: With the BC/BX series or the CX1000 Embedded PC, Bus Terminal Controllers are available in different performance classes.
Beckhoff Bus Terminal:
www.beckhoff.com/busterminal
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Interview with Hans Beckhoff on
10 years of Bus Terminal technology

10 years of Beckhoff Bus Terminals:
A principle conquers
the automation industry
10 years ago, Beckhoff presented fieldbus terminal technology for the first time at the Hanover Fair. In 1995, many users and
competitors alike hailed this new type of automation technology as a technological revolution, because no similar approach had existed in the
past. The Bus Terminal I/O principle was convincing and successful, so that today almost all automation manufacturers have adopted the principle and are offering their own product ranges.

Hans Beckhoff: “Our Bus Terminal system was one
of the key technologies that shaped automation
technology over the last 10 years. It has become
a standard that is continuously developed further
and, through EtherCAT, will set new standards in
terms of performance and costs. From the original
Bus Terminals, which in 1995 were still limited to
standard signals, an almost seamless product range
covering 187 Bus Terminals, 57 Bus Couplers and
Controllers has emerged.

Over the last 10 years, Beckhoff has continually expanded the Bus Terminal system and today is able to offer optimized solutions for a wide range of applications based on a selection of 187 different standard Bus Terminals. Beckhoff Bus
Terminals have developed into fundamental automation technology components.
In an interview with Stefan Ziegler, chief editor of “elektro Automation”, Hans
Beckhoff explains how Bus Terminals originated from an idea and developed into their current form over 10 years and what further developments can be expected.

Mr. Beckhoff, your Bus Terminal is ten years old this year. Could you
tell us a little bit about the early days of this technical revolution,
i.e. how did the idea of the Bus Terminal come about, and how long
did it take to develop the product from an idea to its market introduction in 1995?
| Hans Beckhoff: Looking back over a whole decade of development in a particularly innovative area, such as automation technology, feels a bit like time
travel. Today, fieldbus technology has become the standard in automation
and is used by around 60% of users, according to statistics. Ten years ago this
was certainly not the case. On the contrary, fieldbuses went through their
“adolescence” period at the time. In 1989, a very early stage, Beckhoff introduced the fast fiber optic bus called “Lightbus”. The basic idea for the Bus
Terminal was born at the 1994 Hanover Fair when it became apparent that
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Among the first customers:
Miele and Bertelsmann

our competitors started to pick up and implement our technological innovations. This was an incentive for me to think of something fundamentally new.
Only one year later we presented our Bus Terminal concept. This was in 1995.
I think it is fair to say that the concept set new standards for I/O technology
in automation applications at the time.
What technical market requirements were you influenced
by at the time?
| Hans Beckhoff: Our efforts were based on a precise analysis of the
application environment for our fieldbus products. This analysis showed
that the fieldbus made more and more inroads into the wiring level, where
previously classic terminal blocks had been used. Moreover, the only devices
provided by the industry at the time were electronic modules with the
typical appearance and handling. The bottom line was that a new electronic
module had to be packaged in a way that was suitable for the wiring
level, and installers or electricians had to be able to handle it as easily as
a terminal block. A second technological aspect was the requirement of
modularity in order to be able to cope with the mixture of signal types that
are invariably found in terminal boxes. One of the organizations expressing
this requirement very strongly was the VDMA working group on automation
technology for woodworking machines, which was looking for a finegranular I/O system. Another important factor were influences from within
our own company, which originated from systems engineering, and we still
have a strong control cabinet section with more than 100 staff today.
Based on our practical know-how, we knew that the new product had to fit
into the typical size 80 terminal box, which was a significant factor in our design considerations. To summarize: We had to utilize the proven design of the
passive terminal block as a basis for developing an electronic terminal block,
which had to be very granular, easy to handle, and suitable for an appropriate signal mix at the terminal point. And we wanted to offer all this for the
price of a comparable conventional solution, despite the increased practical
benefit. As a matter of fact, we were able to accomplish all this within one
year.

How were you able to do it within such a short time?
| Hans Beckhoff: It was a demanding time, but also a very exciting time. We
resolutely concentrated on this new and promising idea. After all, in addition
to thorough analysis, any innovation requires a high degree of intuition and
courage. Fortunately, our courage was rewarded – today approximately 50%
of our sales are from I/O products, a significant proportion of which are Bus
Terminals. During the development phase of the Bus Terminal system, a particularly important factor was that Beckhoff was not on its own, but was able
to co-operate closely with Wago. Bus Terminals are a good example for successful co-operation, with a clear division of tasks at that time. In their capacity as terminal specialists Wago developed and supplied the housing technology, while Beckhoff dealt with electronics, software and system design.
This proved to be a very fruitful co-operation for both companies, since different talents could approach the problem from two sides: Mechanics on the
one hand and electronics on the other. The result was economic success for
both sides and mutual transfer of know-how. Today Wago has a strong independent electronics development section, and Beckhoff learned a lot about
housing technology.
Over the past ten years, the development was advanced
continuously. What were the special highlights for you?
| Hans Beckhoff: In the early days, the Bus Terminal system only covered
“normal” signals, i.e. digital and analog standard inputs and outputs. As
someone who enjoys technology, I am particularly pleased that we were able
to significantly advance the system technologically. The resolution of the analog outputs increased from initially 12 bits to 16 bits and then to 24 bits. In
the meantime, certain special terminals achieve an absolute precision of
0.01%, which means they meet stringent measuring requirements. Today, our
Bus Terminals are not only suitable for PLC and motion control functions, but
also for measuring functions. In the future, measuring, control and motion
technology are likely to become more integrated. A particularly important aspect of this development is the tremendous flexibility and universality of our
Bus Terminal system.
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Hans Beckhoff: “When it comes to fieldbus systems, the future clearly belongs to
Ethernet. With EtherCAT, which on the master side only requires an Ethernet port
and no special hardware, Beckhoff is particularly well prepared for this development. A smooth transition is ensured because the EtherCAT system and standard
Bus Terminals are compatible: Bus Terminals can be freely integrated into EtherCAT
systems via EtherCAT Bus Couplers. In addition, we will offer EtherCAT terminals
containing EtherCAT as a basic communication system so that no Bus Coupler
functionality is required. Depending on the application, the user can then decide
whether to use standard terminals or EtherCAT terminals.”

What exactly does this mean?
| Hans Beckhoff: Today, a total of 187 different standard Bus Terminals are
available that can deal with any task the market asks for. This number will
continuously increase. For example, we are currently developing servo power
sections that can handle small motion control applications directly from the
Bus Terminal. In the course of time a universal I/O system has emerged that
constitutes a cornerstone of automation technology. From my point of view,
it is a novelty in the world of automation that a single type of hardware is
able to cover such a wide range of applications, starting from classic machine
automation to building automation and process engineering. The same product range can thus be used for controlling a high-performance CNC, for automating the administration building of an industrial company, or for monitoring a sewage works or an oil platform, for example. This is not least a consequence of our basic concept dating back to 1995: We replaced the traditional terminal block, which after all had a similarly wide range of uses. Apart
from these fundamental highlights, there are naturally also many technological ones. Examples are the oscilloscope terminal that can be used to visualize the forces within a machine in real time, or Bus Terminal Controllers with
integrated intelligence that enable I/O systems to be used as decentralized
stations.
How were you able to keep ahead of your competitors in terms of
technology and know-how over the years?
| Hans Beckhoff: One reason for the continuing success of the Bus Terminal
system is the clever design of the system. It is basically a large construction
kit comprising a wide range of I/O modules and different central processing

units, so that the system design and the interfaces on which it is based had
to be defined very clearly, robustly and far reaching. The fact that in 1994 we
looked ahead very well and very far had become apparent quite some time
before the 10th birthday of the Bus Terminal system. It was, therefore, quite
easy for us to implement subsequent requirements such as complex communication terminals or special motion terminals. Another aspect is close co-operation with our customers, from which new product ideas emerge on a regular basis. Furthermore, Beckhoff as a technology company also regards customer orientation as an obligation for proposing innovations or for introducing innovations in the market. We monitor the general electronics market very
thoroughly, in order to be able to utilize the latest components and technologies for automation technology applications. One of the factors for our
success is, no doubt, the fact that we quite simply enjoy developing high-end
electronics.
Where do you see further potential for your Bus Terminal system?
| Hans Beckhoff: Even after ten years, the Bus Terminal enjoys strong growth
and we, therefore, continue to develop the technology further. Our innovation
efforts are aimed in two directions: Technological advancement on the one
hand, and price reduction on the other. I believe our system will continue to
set technological standards, and at the same time established products will
become more cost-effective. As already mentioned, classic automation will be
joined by the measurement technology and the classic PLC will have trouble
handling this.
Stefan Ziegler is chief editor of “elektro Automation”,
published by Konradin Verlag in Germany, www.ea-online.de
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Hayes-Lemmerz AG based in Germany,
established the most advanced wheel production facility in the world. For automation,
Beckhoff technology is used exclusively: including PC-based TwinCAT controllers, Industrial PCs and Beckhoff Lightbus for I/O
communication. It’s a long way from sheet
metal to the finished wheel: Initially, the
wheel disc and wheel rim are produced in
separate production processes and subsequently welded together in an assembly line.
The different production processes are interlinked in a 200 m long production line. The
assembly system features a total of 57 servo
axes. The servo axes and an additional 1,500
digital and analog machine I/Os are controlled via a single TwinCAT controller. Overall, the production line features 120 Lightbus
Bus Terminal stations with 5,000 digital and
1,000 analog Bus Terminals.

Due to their flexible concept, Beckhoff Bus Terminals can be used as a universal I/O system in a wide range
of industries. The electronic terminal blocks are in use in many applications worldwide, from machine construction to building
technology. Examples of different applications are described below, ranging from “classic” to more “unique”.

Bus Terminals in use worldwide
Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd., Canada, one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of plastic injection molding machines, uses Beckhoff technology
for control purposes throughout. Many plastic products, ranging from electrical
wall plugs to car hoods, are produced using injection molding techniques. The PCbased control concept adopted by Husky combines all control functions of the
complex production process in an Industrial PC. The main areas covered by the
control system are hydraulics, temperature, robotics and visualization. The plastic
injection molding machine signals are picked up or issued via PROFIBUS Bus Terminals.

The Swiss company Bruderer AG manufacturers high-performance automatic punching
presses for customers worldwide. The term
“high-performance” encompasses a wide
range of features such as fast, accurate,
durable, safe, flexible, simple operation and
integration options. A high-performance
controller is needed for meeting all of these
requirements. Bruderer has been using
Beckhoff as their single-source system supplier of I/O components, Industrial PCs and
control software for years. One of the requirements for the I/O system was flexible
wiring. This is where the Bus Terminal system
could fully demonstrate its power and flexibility. It offers wiring of the field devices locally at the machine, quick integration of
new functions through connection of a Bus
Terminal, and simple replacement of the Bus
Couplers when the fieldbus system is
changed.
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The tire manufacturing giant, Continental
AG uses PC-based automation technology
from Beckhoff. Far in excess of 1,000
Beckhoff controllers are used in Continental
plants worldwide for controlling tire production machines. The system consists of: Industrial PCs, Control Panels, TwinCAT for PLC
and motion control applications, drive systems and Bus Terminals as the I/O system.
One application example is the Continental
plant at the Romanian town of Timisoara,
Europe’s most advanced factory for massproduced automobile tires. All production
machines and systems are equipped with
Beckhoff control technology throughout.
More than 230 IPC controllers are used, plus
more than 250 Beckhoff servo axes. The
plant is networked via Bus Terminals, Lightbus and PROFIBUS DP.

ALmix Asia, Asphalt Equipment Pte. Ltd., Singapore manufactures hot mix plants equipped with complex and highly-automated control systems. “In the past ALmix had seen many control technology developments that promised open and adaptable
systems. But only Beckhoff, with their open Bus Terminal technology, provided us with the opportunity to completely separate
the application layer from the physical layer,” said Mohamed Zubir Baboo, system manager at ALmix. “The Beckhoff Bus Terminals offer unlimited autonomy with regard to the different hardware components. This is a prerequisite for us due to the different concepts for the individual projects we deal with. The technology enables us to increase our product flow while maintaining the reliability and quality of our products.”

special | 10 Years Bus Terminal

Bertelsmann in Germany has been a Bus Terminal customer right
from the start. The company uses the electronic terminal blocks for a
wide range of applications. One example is the company’s distribution
center at Harsewinkel, from which large customers are supplied at
short notice with printed advertising material, forms and a wide range
of office supplies. The carton conveyor system for the distribution center (with a floor area of 20,000 sqm) was based on PC control technology, including Bus Terminal technology. The Beckhoff Lightbus fieldbus is used for interference-proof data transfer. The control components for each individual conveying unit are mounted in terminal boxes, for example, at the roller conveyor. The signals for bar code scanners, light barriers, etc. are picked up locally via a Bus Terminal system.

Otto Nußbaum GmbH & Co. KG, based in
Germany, manufactures high-quality lifting
equipment. The company uses electronic Bus
Terminals from Beckhoff for their latest parking
system for Smart. Fully automatic parking systems offer room for up to 35 Smart cars on several levels. The cars are presented behind a glass
façade. The system has a very small footprint of
only 67.24 sqm. The average duration of a parking or removal procedure is only about 2.5 minutes. Inductive sensors and light barriers provide
extensive checks on presence and monitoring of
position. The electronic Bus Terminals transfer
the signals for the necessary control information
to the control PC via CAN bus.
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The Hungarian company, Nitrogen Work is a major
producer of fertilizers. For the redesign of its production facilities, the company was looking for a software-based recording device for monitoring a twostage turbine and for logging temperature, flow and
pressure data. The device switches the turbine off
when a temperature exceeds the set value. Miklós
Resz, director of maintenance at Nitrogénmuvek,
had
˝
a compact solution in mind, consisting of a PLC and a
data acquisition device that doesn’t need paper or ink.
“The Embedded CX and the wide range of Bus Terminals available from Beckhoff provides us with the flexibility we need – and at a reasonable price.”

At the Microsoft headquarters in Munich, Germany intelligent building control is realized with PC- and Ethernet-based control technology. The Microsoft
head office comprises two main buildings and nine office buildings with a total
floor area of 27,600 sqm. In each building, an Industrial PC with TwinCAT automation software controls central building functions and deals with the coordination of the decentralized Bus Terminal stations. In 2000, the Microsoft project
in Munich was the first to use Ethernet Bus Terminals for building automation.
More than 12,000 data points for HVAC, security, access and other functions are
monitored by about 200 Ethernet Bus Terminal stations. Signals for light, temperature, shade and HVAC control are handled directly in the BC9000 Ethernet
Bus Terminal Controller so that if there should be a network failure all functions
affecting safety remain intact.

Control functions in today’s automation engineering are moving to be housed
locally at the machine. In addition to Bus Terminals in protection class IP 20,
fully sealed Fieldbus Box modules in protection class IP 67 are ideally suited
for this purpose. Leonhard Moll Betonwerke GmbH & Co. in Germany uses a combination of both Beckhoff I/O systems at their production plant for
concrete sleepers. Together with the PC-based control platform TwinCAT, both
the efficiency and the quality of the concrete sleepers produced could be significantly improved. The fieldbus system is based on PROFIBUS DP with 12
Mbaud.

“Auf Schalke” is one of the most advanced stadiums in Europe and will be a
venue for the 2006 Football (Soccer) World Cup in Germany. Technical highlights
of the multi-purpose arena are the movable stands, the unique roof construction
and the 11,500 ton pitch area (playing field) that can be moved via Beckhoff Bus
Terminals. Four hydraulic grippers drive the movable pitch. A total of nine Bus Terminal stations that are connected via PROFIBUS deal with control and monitoring functions. Four BC3100 Bus Terminal Controllers synchronize the movement
of the pitch slab. Displacement sensors in the advance cylinders are used to measure the cylinders’ positions, and the data is passed to the Bus Terminals via the
SSI interface. Other parameters measured are the clamping and shifting pressure
of the cylinders. The proportional valves for the synchronous movement of the
pitch are also controlled. Other Bus Terminal stations with BK3100 Bus Couplers
are responsible for supervising the lubrication and for the operating panel. This
provides the operator with all the position data as well as the oil temperature in
the cylinders via a display. At several locations, eight PT100 sensors measure the
precise temperature profile of the pitch at different depths.
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Beckhoff Bus Terminals:
The complete automation kit

Bus Coupler series BK, the link
between Bus Terminals and fieldbus
The head station of
the Bus Terminals:
from Bus Coupler with
fieldbus interface to
Embedded PC

Free mix of signals: More
than 180 different Bus
Terminals for connection
to all common sensors and
actuators

Potential feed
terminals enable
configuration of
different potential
groups

Bus Terminal Controller series BC
with integrated IEC 61131-3 PLC

Bus Terminals
in 1-, 2-, 4- and
8-channel
modularity,
no restriction on
mixing of signal types

The terminal modules
with plug-in wiring
combine 16, 32 or
64 digital I/Os within a
very small space and
with high packing density

Bus Terminal Controller series BX with integrated
IEC 61131-3 PLC and extended interfaces

Embedded PC series CX for PLC
and Motion Control applications

Bus Coupler /Controller
Fieldbus
BK BC
PROFIBUS
x x
Ethernet TCP/IP
x x
EtherCAT
x
CANopen, DeviceNet x x
Lightbus
x x
Interbus
x x
RS232/RS485
x x
Modbus
x x
SERCOS, USB
x
ControlNet
x
Fipio, CC-Link
x

BX CX
x x
x x
x
x x
x
x x
x
x

Digital input
Channels
5 V DC
24 V DC
48 V DC
120 V AC/DC
230 V AC
Thermistor
NAMUR
Counter
Safety

2 4 8 16 32 64
x
x x x x x x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Digital output
Channels
2
5 V DC
24 V DC
x
120 V AC/DC x
230 V AC
x
400 V AC
x
PWM
x
Pulse train
x
Stepper motor x
Safety
Relay
x
Diagnostic
x

4 8 16 32 64
x
x x x x x
x

x

The universal building block for automation
The Beckhoff Bus Terminal is the open and flexible I/O system for all common
fieldbuses. The wide choice of electronic series terminals covers the full range
of input and output channels required in automation – from the digital and
analog world right through to the serial interface. Tailor-made solutions can be

configured from a wide range of signal options. With the BC/BX series or the CX1000
Embedded PC, Bus Terminal Controllers are available in different performance classes.
All Beckhoff controllers are programmed in IEC 61131-3 with the TwinCAT automation
software.
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Beckhoff Bus Terminal

|

www.beckhoff.com/BusTerminal/

➔ More than 180 different standard Bus Terminals
➔ 57 Bus Couplers for all main fieldbus systems
➔ Low system costs through the use of 1-, 2-, 4- and
8-channel Bus Terminals

Bus end terminal
3-phase power measurement
capability enables all relevant
electrical data of the supply
network to be measured

Integrated safety: The TwinSAFE Bus
Terminals enable the connection
of all common safety sensors and
actuators

The terminal bus extension
enables the connection of up to
255 Bus Terminals (instead of 64)
to a single station

Bus Terminals with a
maximum measurement
error of ±0.01% expand
the range of applications
to high-precision
measurement technology

Analog input
Channels
0 … 10 V
±10 V
0 … 20 mA
4 … 20 mA
0…2V
±2 V
Thermoelements
Resistance thermometer
Resistorbridge
Oscilloscope
Power measurement

1
x
x
x
x

2
x
x
x
x
x
x
x x
x x
x
x x
x

4
x
x
x
x

x
x

8
x
x
x
x

Analog output
Channels
1
0 … 10 V
x
±10 V
x
0 … 20 mA x
4 … 20 mA x

Communication terminals
enable the integration
of subsystems such as
AS-interface, RS232
and RS485

2
x
x
x
x

4
x
x
x
x

8
x
x
x
x

Position measurement,
Communication
SSI-sensor
x
Incremental encoder x
RS232
x
RS422/RS485
x
AS interface
x
EIB
x
LON
x
DALI/DSI
x
EnOcean
x
Safety logic
x

The power terminal transforms a standard contactor
into a motor protection relay with comprehensive
diagnostic functions

BECKHOFF New Automation Technology
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IMA Automation in Germany is part of the Feintool Automation Division and a leading global supplier of
automatic assembly machines. “In 1997, we switched our complete control concept from a centralized hardware PLC to a PC-based control system from Beckhoff including Industrial PCs, the TwinCAT software PLC,
and Bus Terminals,” said Günter Sterk, director for electrical systems at IMA Automation. “We decided to use
Lightbus as our standard fieldbus,” explained Günter Sterk. “In the meantime, we have installed additional
fieldbus systems: SERCOS for highly dynamic applications, DeviceNet for systems operating in conjunction
with robot applications, PROFIBUS as the periphery for customer-specific systems, more recently also realtime Ethernet couplers,” he continued. “Why do we use Beckhoff Bus Terminals? The main reasons are high
modularity and a significant price advantage compared with other vendors’ systems. Additional factors are
the wide range of terminals with special functions, e.g. serial terminals for systems with up to 13 serial interfaces, oscilloscope terminals, AS interface master terminals, negative switching terminals, SSI, which we
found very impressive,” Günter Sterk stated on the 10th anniversary of the introduction of Beckhoff Bus Terminals.

special | 10 Years Bus Terminal

Wheaton Brasil, based in São Bernardo
do Campo, Brazil, supplies glass packaging
for the cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and food
industries. In one of the glass packaging machines, the mechanical camshaft for synchronizing the machine’s sections was replaced with a BC9000 Ethernet Bus Terminal
Controller. “The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system led to a significant reduction in changeover time for these machines. This will lead
to higher production volume and greater
precision,” said Mauro Poltronieri, director
for automation systems at Wheaton Brasil.
“In our existing conventional machines we
had to adjust settings during operation, resulting in a high risk of operator accidents,
or we had to stop the plant and interrupt
production. The Beckhoff system enables us
to carry out adjustments ‘online’ via control
software.”

Koch in Germany, makers of packaging machinery, uses TwinCAT control software for controlling mediumsized and large machines. One example for a typical application is a Varta AG blister line for packing flashlights, associated batteries and a product information sheet into a transparent dual blister pack. The
automation system for the machine also features Bus Terminals that are connected to the PC controller via
Lightbus. For packing machines using other fieldbus systems, only the Bus Couplers have to be replaced, without having to redesign the complete application.

Fronius International GmbH of Austria is a leader in
welding technology and a one-stop provider for welding
products. “We have been using the Bus Terminal system from
Beckhoff for many years. It enables our fully digital current
sources to communicate with a wide range of robot systems,” said Wilhelm Ortbauer, software developer for fieldbus communication at Fronius. “The Bus Terminal system reduces our development time, i.e. a new robot can be integrated into the overall system by simply replacing one of the

modules. In this way we are able to offer rapid market availability and the system makes commissioning on site simple
and safe. Our customers include well-known motor vehicle
manufacturers such as Volkswagen AG. Our international
presence also requires our system partners to offer rapid and
competent support worldwide. With Beckhoff as a partner,
Fronius manages to achieve successful synergy effects
worldwide.”
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Pilkington Italia SpA, based in San Salvo, Italy, manufactures
glass and glass products for buildings and cars. It operates production facilities in 24 countries on five continents and sales offices in
130 countries worldwide. With the production of glass for car windows, the Pilkington subsidiary at San Salvo generates an annual
turnover of approx. 400 million euros. In 2004, the plant started using the Bus Terminal I/O system from Beckhoff, which led to a significant increase in productivity.

Cement manufacturing is a world in itself. The production process
cannot be measured against ordinary standards, since it is subject
to high temperatures and vibrations. Here too, distributed Bus Terminal stations are used. The cement plant at Höver is one of several cement, lime and ready-mixed concrete production facilities in
Germany operated by Holcim AG. The strategy adopted at the
Höver facility is one of decentralized automation. The system involves about 100 terminal boxes distributed across the plant, featuring more than 2000 Bus Terminals for transferring process signals to the control center via PROFIBUS Bus Couplers. Conversion
to a standardized I/O system not only reduced the cabling work, but
also led to improved transparency of the system for the individual
stations of the concrete production.
The German company Miele & Cie. GmbH & Co., manufacturer of high-quality domestic appliances such as washing machines and dryers, was one of the first
to use Beckhoff Bus Terminals in their production lines. The electronic terminal
blocks enabled Miele engineers to implement tailor-made control solutions with
cost-effective standard components. Miele’s intention was to use a decentralized
approach for reducing the costs for comprehensive and sophisticated control cabinets, cable routes and installations, and at the same time to reduce the effort involved in line conversions. For this reason, individual stations with Beckhoff Bus
Terminals were installed at each assembly or supply port.

The German company IMA Klessmann Maschinenfabrik has been a trendsetter
for wood processing technologies for several years. In collaboration with Beckhoff,
IMA realized a concept for PC-based control of edge processing machines, including
the “Combima” machine series. All hardware components such as fieldbus devices,
valves, drives etc. are directly located at the unit. The I/O data generated in the machine are recorded via the Bus Terminals. Communication between the controller and
the decentralized I/Os is via Lightbus. EtherCAT terminals are now used in more recent machine designs.
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Beds with variably adjustable wooden
slat frames can be a significant factor for
ensuring a good night’s sleep. Woodworking machines from Koch-Maschinenbau in Germany play an important
role here. Equipped with advanced Industrial PC Control technology, they ensure the dimensional accuracy of the
bore holes and milled slots. Like for other machines, Koch uses Beckhoff hardware and software for this application,
consisting of an Industrial PC with TwinCAT NC PTP, a 15-inch Control Panel,
30 AL2000 linear servomotors and Bus
Terminals as the I/O system for accurate
positioning of the processing heads.
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The Spanish company, Ecotècnia has been
involved with renewable energy projects
since 1981. It designs, manufactures and operates wind power plants and turnkey wind
parks. Beckhoff Bus Terminals have become
the standard control system for the company’s wind turbines. Jordi Roca, director of
Ecotècnia’s electronic systems section, said:
“In our wind parks in Spain, we have installed more than 1000 DeviceNet Bus Couplers and a variety of Bus Terminals from
Beckhoff”. “In conjunction with Ecotècnia’s
know-how in this market segment, the combination of operator convenience, modular
design and flexibility offered by the Beckhoff
Bus Terminals leads to an end product that
offers excellent performance.”

Billhöfer of Germany is a worldwide supplier of machines,
systems and components for coating, refinement and connection of planar substrates made from paper, metal, textiles,
plastic and other materials. “We have been using Beckhoff
Bus Terminals in our machines since 1991,” said Peter Miczka, director for electronic systems at Billhöfer. “At that time
we switched from a centralized control configuration to a
modular machine concept with local control. The Bus Terminal system from Beckhoff offers a key advantage – the same
periphery can be connected to different bus systems by simply replacing the Bus Coupler, which makes service and inventory management much easier,” said Peter Miczka’s colleague, Gerhard Wüchner. “Due to the modularity of the system, only those inputs and outputs that are actually required
have to be connected. This means that the system can be very
compact and space-saving. This in turn leads to a price advantage we can capitalize on.”

At their plant in Genk, Belgium, car manufacturer Ford was faced with the task of replacing
their 40-year-old mechanical kWh measuring instruments with a new, modern energy measuring system that stores measured data in such a way that they can be retrieved again. The
new system had to be affordable and more cost-effective than simply replacing the existing
kWh measuring instruments. Ford decided to use the KL3403 3-phase power measurement I/O
terminals from Beckhoff. The Bus Terminal is currently only used for kWh measurements. However, in the future the company also intends to record the phase shift angle cos ϕ and peak
currents in order to obtain more detailed energy consumption information. This enables Ford
to meet the Kyoto standard for environmental protection, which came into force in Belgium
on 16 February 2005.

The Dutch company ASML, one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of high-tech
machines for the semiconductor industry, developed a production line for 300 mm wafers
using TWINSCAN. The control solution for
monitoring and diagnosis of the complete
system was realized with Beckhoff components. The system monitors all safety and
emergency systems and logs any alarms. At
the same time, the current state of production is visualized on two 10-inch Control
Panels. Apart from PC Control, eight Bus Terminal stations for monitoring and diagnostic
functions are integrated for each production
line at the I/O level. DeviceNet is used as the
fieldbus – increasingly establishing itself as
the standard for the semiconductor industry.
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Over the past few years, nearly all the lines in the engine assembly area at the VW factory at Uitenhage in South Africa have
been converted to PC-based control technology from Beckhoff.
There are also TwinCAT controlled lines in final assembly and
body shop. In the past, the production plant was expanded for the
PQ24 Polo (a light passenger vehicle), for example. The control
system – consisting of seven C33xx type Industrial PCs – was optimized for process security during production and machine control with integrated data acquisition and monitoring of the subsystems. The I/O data required to control the conveying systems,
special purpose machinery, bolting and pressfit systems are transferred across the entire assembly area reliably and rapidly over
Lightbus. The Lightbus ring passes through a series of Bus Terminal stations with their associated digital, analog and serial I/O
terminals.

Came Security of Italy specializes
in PC-based control and monitoring
for ships and yachts. “Came Security
was one of our first Italian customers
to use Bus Terminals from Beckhoff,”
said Pierluigi Olivari, managing director of Beckhoff Italy. “The huge
savings in terms of space and wiring
time offered by the system proved
very useful and advantageous in
shipbuilding applications,” explained
company director Riccardo Matteucci. “The CX1000 Embedded PC and
the TwinCAT software PLC are ideal
for controlling all electrical systems
on a yacht.”

Wuhu Cigarettes, Jiang Cheng, China. “Our plant has a very high throughput with demanding requirements for our control system,” said Huai Zhe, works engineer at Wuhu cigarette factory. “One
of the key features of this tobacco cutting line is that all components, such as vibratory conveyors,
rollers and conveyor belts are driven by motors with less than 5.5 kW capacity. In order to ensure robust, interruption-free operation it is particularly important that status and fault displays are available without any delays. The KL8001 power terminal from Beckhoff makes this possible. What’s more,
each motor can be controlled via the same terminal type. The system also offers significant benefits
during installation, leading to reduced maintenance time and costs. Compared with previous control
systems, the plant now operates at much higher speed, leading to significant productivity improvements.”
The German company, Team GmbH was established in 1984 and specializes in control and visualization technology. Improving cost-effectiveness
was the main driving force behind a recent project
involving the conversion of a floating dredger for
sand and gravel extraction to fully automatic control. “The DredgerControl control system we specially developed for this purpose is based on Beckhoff
Bus Terminals and the TwinCAT software PLC. During
the actual operation, it exceeded our expectations,”
said Bernd Wittenberg from Team GmbH. “Dredger
production increased by around 22 percent. So far,
the system has suffered no control-related downtime
since it was installed more than two years ago. A
further advantage of the Bus Terminal system is its
expandability. The recent extension involving a
booster station only took a few hours to implement,
including commissioning.”

The densely populated “Xu Jia Hui” district in the southwest of Shanghai is a flourishing business quarter in
China. The speed of the economic development and intense
construction activities meant that the old waste water system could no longer cope with demand and a major reconstruction was required. In the second development phase of
the project, a new pumping station was connected to the
central monitoring and control system of the “Zhao Jia
Bang” waste water treatment plant. All I/O points in the field
from a total of 38 distributed Beckhoff Bus Terminal stations
are connected with the central control system via DeviceNet.
In order to optimize the price/performance ratio, “Compact”
and “Low Cost” type Bus Couplers were used.

Additional applications and solutions using Beckhoff Bus Terminals can be found at:
www.beckhoff.com/applications/
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“Home of Today” Beckhoff Home Automation controls the intelligent home

The intelligent home offers plenty of hidden potential for architects, contractors, building companies, and
ultimately for homeowners. What had previously been regarded as an interesting vision for the future has become reality at
the Home of Today. The control concept of the Home of Today is based on standard automation components from Beckhoff
that integrate all IT standards such as Microsoft operating systems, Ethernet connectivity and e-mail.

Bill Gates introduces
E-home technology
in the “Home of Today”

On January 31, 2005, Bill Gates, Microsoft Corporation’s Chairman and Chief Software Architect introduced the E-home technology system at the Home of Today
in Munich (Germany). The project aims to encourage the development of designs
for modern forms of living. Microsoft was the leading partner for the E-home installation and made its software technology available for the infrastructure at the
Home of Today.
This project is the first “networked home” in Europe with involvement of Microsoft. Microsoft was supported by partners such as Beckhoff, who installed the
intelligent building control system. Due to its open interfaces based on IT and
Windows standards, the PC- and Ethernet-based control solution from Beckhoff
is extremely well suited for building control.

Ethernet network as the basis
for communication
All data points required for home automation are connected directly to the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system. Local I/O stations are distributed throughout the home
and networked with the central PC Control via Ethernet. Control tasks are dealt
with by an Embedded PC CX1000 from Beckhoff running Windows CE. The standard Ethernet network is used for PCs, telephones, home entertainment, and as
a bus system for building control tasks. This eliminates the need for a second subsystem.
Another Industrial PC from Beckhoff – a 19 inch C5102-type built-in PC equipped
with Windows XP – is used as the central building server that controls all soft-
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In an interview with Ronald Heinze, chief editor of building &
automation, managing director Hans Beckhoff talks about
Home Automation from Beckhoff.

Your company is very successful with machine automation.
How did you become involved in building automation?
| Hans Beckhoff: We have been using open automation systems
based on PC-compatible control technology right from the start. This
is the basis of the success of our company. Using this approach, we
managed to break up existing machine automation market structures. We are convinced that this paradigm shift is now beginning to
reach building automation. Meanwhile, our technology has been
used successfully in a wide range of building projects. After all, our
company was established from a skilled trade background, and this
continues to be one of our domains today. Building automation,
therefore, suits us very well. Building automation already makes up a
significant single-digit proportion of our sales, with a tendency towards continued growth.

During the presentation of the intelligent building services at the
Home of Today, Hans Beckhoff, demonstrated the core of the E-home
technology, the Embedded PC CX1000 with Windows CE operating
system, to Bill Gates. Hans Beckhoff: “Our PC and Ethernet control
solution is an ideal platform for building automation. A modern
home can have integrated IT, media and control functions that can
be cost-effectively provided with user-friendly design with our Windows-based PC Control technology in conjunction with the Microsoft

How did the co-operation with Microsoft come about?
| Hans Beckhoff: We have been co-operating with Microsoft for
some time in a variety of applications. This led to a high degree of
mutual trust. Our first Ethernet-based building automation project
was the Microsoft headquarters in Munich, which was completed five
years ago. Today, our Windows-based PC Control technology and the
Microsoft Media Center PC form a high-performance package for
e-homes that can be used to realize a wide range of projects. The
Home of Today will serve as a catalyst for this technology in the home
automation sector.

Media Center PC. Our Bus Terminals form the application-oriented
interface to the domestic electrical system.”

ware modules provided by the partners and all data that are relevant for building control. All building control functions can be displayed and activated via four
Beckhoff Control Panels distributed throughout the house. Messages can be retrieved via SMS, video, voice mail or e-mail via a touch screen interface. The Control Panels are integrated in the network via Ethernet.
The TwinCAT automation software forms the home automation control center. Depending on the hardware and the application, Windows XP, Windows CE or the
new Windows XP Media Center Edition are used as the operating system.
TwinCAT serves as a convenient editor for writing the application software. Software components for all building functions are available to the user. Further software modules can be linked in via open interfaces, enabling communication between the building server, control PCs and sensors/actuators via Ethernet. The
control functions either run in the background or based on the personal configuration of the user.

Do you really think that private clients will take up
the technology?
| Hans Beckhoff: Absolutely, we are currently witnessing the rapid
development of this interesting market. Like with all new applications, there will be “early home automation adopters” who don’t
want to miss out on modern comfort and convenience. With future
price reductions, the technology will then enter the wider market. Our
primary targets are electrical engineers and architects, but also private clients. The consumer has to be able to see the benefits. We are
also in touch with housing companies wishing to offer added value
for their houses and apartments, for example, in the context of sheltered accommodation.
What role does the electrical trade play in your
considerations?
| Hans Beckhoff: An important one, because we are convinced that
this technology will open up new market opportunities for this sector. The technology will enable the electrical trade to establish new
areas of activity. This is why we intend to prepare a starter kit that
will offer easy access to this technology and can be used in conjunction with the Windows Media Center. Software options, for example,
lighting or security applications, will be made available in co-operation with the project partners.
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TwinCAT as the central control unit allows the communication with the messaging system (voice mail, e-mail) from Tobit Software, the front end system from
3Soft and the access control system from Scemtec Automation. The light management system from TridonicAtco is integrated via the Bus Terminal system using DALI bus technology.

|
|
|
|
|

All data points in a single system
The Bus Terminal stations distributed throughout the home for connecting the data points are either equipped with Ethernet Bus Couplers or Embedded PCs. The
wide variety of Bus Terminals available enables integration of all the sensors and
actuators installed at the Home of Today. Sensors installed at the house include
the following:
| Push-buttons for lighting control
| Motion and occupancy sensors
| Window and door contacts
| Weather station for recording climate data
(precipitation, wind, brightness, humidity, external temperature)
| Room temperature
| Measuring devices for water and electricity consumption

All data can be called up on any media PC or operating panel, which can also be
used for generating messages via e-mail or SMS.
Since the PC control system is freely programmable, it is possible to implement
almost any functionality. For example, the Home of Today enables various basic
scenarios for lighting, blind and climate control during the day, at night, on weekends or for special events. Illumination, room temperature or background music
can be adjusted automatically according to preset personal preferences.

Actuators control the following functions:
| Switching and dimming of lights and sockets (also in the garden)
| Lighting control via DALI bus system

Heating and ventilation control
Control of shutters, blinds, window and door drives
Control of garden irrigation, pond pumps
Access system with electronic identification of the occupants
Wide range of fault and emergency messages

Intelligent building control
The networked home offers much more than just comfort and convenient operation. Cost reduction through optimization of energy consumption and security are
other important considerations. The Beckhoff control system can adjust the electrical energy consumption according to external conditions.
The heating system, for example, can be turned down automatically during the
night or switched off completely when windows are open during the day. The
home also “considers” its occupants. The night-time heating control temperature
is not simply reduced on a timer basis like in conventional systems – it is auto-
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Home of Today
matically adjusted to the actual utilization. In conjunction with occupancy sensors, the lighting can be switched off and the heating control temperature reduced automatically. Lighting levels and temperatures can automatically be adjusted to the actual weather conditions. Unlike in conventional systems, not only
the brightness is modified, but also the “color temperature” (depending on the
time of day and personal preferences), providing particularly pleasant living space
illumination. The system can be customized for each occupant. At the same time,
energy costs are minimized. Energy consumption is measured continuously and
displayed via the Control Panels in the home. The entire house can be strategically controlled to minimize energy consumption.
The indoor air quality can be monitored via suitable sensors and the climate can
be adjusted as required. Blind control depending on the sun’s position is also possible. The blinds are controlled precisely depending on temperature, daylight and
illumination, i.e. they are not simply moved up or down, but optimized in terms
of the opening angle.
When it comes to security, Home Automation also offers a wide range of
benefits such as automated access control or simulated occupancy. In the Home
of Today, contacts fitted to doors and windows report unauthorized access via
SMS as standard, or via a personal, secure website. When the occupants leave the
building, all specified items such as ovens or irons are switched off automatically. The doors can be locked at night based on a timer.

Can the Home of Today be built? Certainly! In 2001, “SZ-Magazin” invited renowned architects from Germany and abroad to take part in an
architectural competition: The search for the “Home of Today” was on.
The design specification called for a dwelling located on the edge of a
large central European city that was suitable for four people, with a usable floor area of approximately 200 square meters, a 500 square meter
plot and pure construction costs not exceeding about 250,000 euros.
The design was realized by Munich-based architectural firm, Allmann
Sattler Wappner in the grounds of the 2005 National Garden Festival
in Munich. “Haus der Gegenwart gGmbH” acts as the economic and
legal agency, with “Magazin Verlagsgesellschaft Süddeutsche Zeitung
GmbH”, “Bayerische Hausbau GmbH” and “Fördergesellschaft Landespflege Bayern e.V.” acting as partners.
The Home of Today will be completed by spring 2005 on a plot made
available by the city of Munich. It will be used for research, education
activities and cultural events. The purpose and aims of the Home of
Today and Haus der Gegenwart gGmbH include research and the promotion of modern living.
Home of Today
www.haus-der-gegenwart.de
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Internet
network router

Ethernet TCP/IP
E-home controller CX1000,
Windows CE

WLAN

PDA,
Windows CE

ISDN
Phone/Fax
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Voice over IP

Mobile camera

Ethernet camera

Beckhoff Ethernet Panel,
Windows XP Embedded

HF point

NF point
TV device,
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Windows XP
Media Center Edition
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DVI/USB

I/O station
Internet

TV card
Radio (USB)
E-home server
– Windows Server 2003
– audio, video and messaging server
– operating interface

GPRS
Remote control by car

Web portal

The universal Beckhoff control technology is used in a wide range
of building automation applications, including offices, industrial and
domestic buildings.

The networked home is already “state of the art”
The Home of Today combines modern architecture and lifestyle of the future with
intelligent technology that is available today. The difference between the Home
of Today and similar projects that use the latest prototypes from development departments is that it uses standard products that are already commercially available.
Georg Schemmann, manager of Building Automation at Beckhoff: “With Home
Automation used in the Home of Today we want to demonstrate what is already
possible using standard components today. The target groups we have in mind
for this project are building companies that can use the technology to offer added
value for their houses and apartments, and private clients who can have the technology installed through specialized dealers.”

The automation partners
of the Home of Today
In addition to Microsoft and Beckhoff, further technology partners
are involved in the implementation of the intelligent building services:
As universal messaging specialists, the company Tobit Software not only
deals with the integration of the electronic messaging system, but also
provides quality entertainment through the provision of multimedia
content. 3Soft designed the ergonomic user interface that enables the
home to be controlled via the TV remote control unit. Design specialists,
A3plus are responsible for refining the graphics and ergonomics aspects
of the user interface. Radio technology from Scemtec Automation helps
to open doors without contact and enables messages to reach occupants wherever they happen to be. Last, but not least, TridonicAtco provides the digital lighting control system.
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Since November 2004, the Beckhoff Frankfurt office in Germany moved to “Torhaus Westhafen”, a new business and
office quarter right in the center of the Main Metropolis.

New premises for the Frankfurt office
“Our customers welcome the proximity to the railway station and the trade
fair site”, said Stefan Brandmeier, manager of the Frankfurt office. “The relocation to larger premises had become necessary due to the successful business
performance in our sales region. Across 360 sqm of office space, we now have
adequate room for training courses and meetings.”
Oliver Barwitzki recently joined Stefan Brandmeier, Udo Gruber and Burkhard
Menzler to strengthen the Beckhoff team in Frankfurt. He will focus on
sales and building automation. “Another competent new colleague is Klaus
Kalkowski, who will focus on application software and training”, said
Stefan Brandmeier.

Frankfurt Branch
Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik
Torhaus Westhafen
Speicherstraße 59
60327 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 69 / 68 09 88 - 0
Fax:
+ 49 (0) 69 / 68 09 88 - 11
frankfurt@beckhoff.com
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Maselli-GSA GmbH provides original equipment and modernization of engineering systems and processes, focusing in particular on weighing, dosing and conveying applications. One of the company’s main areas of activity is winery technology including weighing, measuring and logistics. Following a successful pilot project, the CX1000 Embedded PC is now used
for controlling a grape handling system.

State-of-the-art technology,
from the vine to the barrel
Without PC control, it would be impossible to deal with the fourweek rush during harvest time. The grape weight and the “degree
Öchsle” (sweetness level) figures have to be determined quickly,
reliably and objectively. Each delivery is registered, linked with
the wine-grower and the vineyard, sorted by quality and grape
variety and fed to the right tank. The cellarmaster monitors each
step of the grape handling process via a process visualization system, checks the tank filling levels and the function of the machines and valves of the complex winery piping system.
Precise weighing of the grapes and accurate measurement of the
“degree Öchsle” is not only essential for allocation into the cor-

In 2004, the new PC-based concept was successfully implemented in several wineries.
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Beckhoff Austria:
New office in Innsbruck

rect quality category, but also a prerequisite for correct payments.
The “KISS” software (winery information system software) from
Maselli-GSA is at the heart of the system. It offers numerous functions and databases that enable precise planning of all winegrowing stages throughout the year, including vineyard management, winery accounting, separate grape payment accounts for
leased or communal vineyards.
Having gained experience with the application of Beckhoff
Bus Terminals over PROFIBUS networks, a system involving the
TwinCAT automation software PLC was realized on a standard PC
for the first time in 2003 at the “Altes Schlösschen” winery in St.
Martin/Germany. Based on the very positive experience with this
pilot system, Maselli-GSA decided in 2004 to equip all winery systems with Beckhoff components. The CX1000 Embedded PC was
selected for this purpose, since the CX product family ideally met
all requirements.
The grape handling phase requires reliable hardware and software components. Prolonged system downtime caused by failure
of the control system is not acceptable, because it would immediately lead to long queues of tractors outside the unloading stations. Remote maintenance systems for the KISS software are already in place in many installations. Through integration of the
CX1000 into the Ethernet/TCP/IP network, the existing systems
can also be used for the control level. This enables services for the
complete process to be offered quickly and efficiently during the
“hot phase” without additional hardware or software costs. The
TwinCAT OPC server acts as interface for the process visualization
system. KISS communicates via TwinCAT ADS.

Maselli-GSA GmbH www.maselli-gsa.de

Since Beckhoff Automation GmbH was established in Austria in 2002,
the distribution network has grown continuously. In addition to the
headquarters in Bürs and sales offices in Upper Austria at Hagenberg
and Lower Austria at Berndorf, a fourth office was opened in February
2005 at Innsbruck. Managing director Armin Pehlivan explained the
strategic decision for the further expansion of the distribution network:
“Due to rapid growth in customer demand, we urgently needed reinforcement for our sales team in western Austria to ensure high-quality
and reliable support for our customers.”
Johann-Georg Hampel (picture), a 36 year-old, experienced automation
expert joined our team for this purpose. From Innsbruck, Mr. Hampel,
who has previous professional experience with automation technology,
will support customers in western Austria and also North and South
Tyrol. “Traditionally, South Tyrol is still strongly oriented towards Austria
and the German-language region,” Hampel said. “The timber industry
has a strong presence here, offering significant growth potential for our
products.”
Beckhoff Automation GmbH
Sales Office West
Klammstraße 66/39
6020 Innsbruck
Austria
Phone: +43 (0) 512 236 043
Fax:
+43 (0) 512 236 045
tirol@beckhoff.at
www.beckhoff.at
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Water supply systems and sewage works are critical infrastructure for cities and environmental projects. Cities,
municipalities and municipal associations all have an interest in advancing water/waste water technologies. One of the companies dealing with the automation of waste water treatment equipment is Wates GmbH in Germany.

Waste water engineering: CX1000 demonstrates its versatility

All-clear with PC Control

Wates handles almost all aspects relating to the construction of water and waste
water systems, including design and full electrical engineering services such as
switchgear engineering, PLC programming, telecontrol and process control systems, process visualization and testing of mobile devices.
For automating the Brück water supply and sewage system (20,000 population
equivalent), Wates GmbH used the CX1000 Embedded PC from Beckhoff for the
first time. According to Henry Sander, managing director of Wates GmbH, this decision was based on a market analysis carried out by the HST head office at
Meschede/Germany: “The aim was to achieve an optimum price/performance ratio. Our analysis led us to Beckhoff. The flexible and expandable control concept
from Beckhoff met our expectations spot-on.”
Diverse process requirements
The Brück sewage works is a two-line plant with separate treatment and final settling tanks. In the first pass, the waste water is cleaned mechanically and then
subjected to biological treatment. The treated effluent is discharged into local
watercourses. The plant is now controlled using a CX1000 Embedded PC from
Beckhoff.
For integrating various process elements at Brück sewage works, digital or binary signals, e.g. from position indicators, final position sensors or control units have
to be recorded. Outputs also mainly consist of binary signals, e.g. for switching
actuators and starting motors. In addition to binary I/O signals, analog measuring signals from process equipment such as flow meters, fill level sensors or measuring devices, or actual operating parameters of variable-speed devices have to
be dealt with. Accordingly, analog process signals have to be issued, e.g. for set
value control of process actuators or as target speed values for controlled drives.
The CX1000 deals with all calculations associated with the actual value/set value control algorithm.

The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system is used for controlling the binary and analog
periphery. The system covers a wide range of binary I/Os and meets the special
requirements of intelligent, analog or digital process devices. For the latter, a comprehensive range of high-resolution (16 bit) analog I/O terminals is available.
High-performance system coupling
An important prerequisite for using the CX1000 at Brück sewage works was its
system integration capability. The sewage works control system has to offer scope
for integration into a comprehensive telecontrol system by a variety of modems.
“We use the full range of access options including dedicated lines, dial-up and
GSM,” Henry Sander said. “The CX1000 is ideally suited for this purpose due to
its wide range of interface options.”
The second integration aspect relates to visualization and interfacing of the
sewage works control system with the HST Hydrodat control system. Here too,
the CX1000 is ideal due to its system interfaces and its client/server functionality: The tried and tested Hydrodat concept can be combined with Beckhoff technology without problems. Henry Sander has no doubt that the CX1000-based
control solution implemented at the Brück sewage works will also be used in other applications. “For medium-sized and smaller systems this is an interesting combination that also offers scope for larger systems due to its very large memory capacity and its capability of dealing with very high I/O data volumes,” Henry
Sander said.

Wates GmbH www.hst-wates.de
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Beckhoff France
opens office in Paris

Rombaut Keta, managing director
of Beckhoff France

On January 1, 2005, Beckhoff launched its own direct-sales subsidiary in France,
bringing the total number of foreign Beckhoff subsidiaries or agencies to 12: Switzerland,
Austria, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, France, Italy, Poland, Lithuania, Russia, China and the U.S.
Through co-operation with distribution partners, Beckhoff “New Automation Technology” is now
present in 60 countries worldwide.

France is one of the main automation markets
in Europe, and as part of its international
growth Beckhoff decided to intensify its sales
efforts in France. The new 260 sqm office at
“Courtabeuf”, the largest business park in Europe located to the south of Paris, offers an optimum environment.
Managing director Hans Beckhoff is pleased
about this development: “Beckhoff has had
customers in France right from the early days
of our corporate history. The first PC Control
system was supplied to France in 1986, and in
1989 the first machine incorporating the
Beckhoff Lightbus was delivered. France is open
for new technologies, and we are therefore
very confident that our French subsidiary will
quickly find acceptance with customers.”
Rombaut Keta, managing director of Beckhoff
France, an experienced automation specialist
and sales expert, explained: “France offers an

interesting market for the Beckhoff product
range. We will win over French customers with
PC Control, Bus Terminals, Fieldbus Box modules, IPCs and integrated system technology.”
“In the past, we have responded with special
products for the French market, such as the
Fipio Bus Coupler for the Bus Terminal I/O system. By strengthening our French market presence, we intend to improve contact with our
customers even further,” said Kai Ristau, export
manager for Beckhoff.
The main markets in France are machine construction for packaging, plastics, food and beverage, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, metal forming, as well as semiconductor production and
applications in the automotive sector. “With
our PC-based control technology, we should be
able to gain further market share in these sectors. There is also a significant market for medium and lower-end control technology, which

Beckhoff optimally covers with its scaleable
product range,” said Rombaut Keta. “Traditionally, the French market is dominated by French
manufacturers. Our open automation solution
is intended to offer an alternative, combined
with optimum support for our customers. I believe we have the potential for changing the
world of automation in France. Our aim is to
make our customers more competitive, both in
terms of technology and costs.”

Beckhoff Automation Sarl
Immeuble “Le Montréal”
ZA de Courtaboeuf
19 bis, avenue du Québec
91951 Courtaboeuf Cedex
France
Phone: + 33 (0) 1 69 / 29 83 70
Fax:
+ 33 (0) 1 69 / 28 40 55
info@beckhoff.fr
www.beckhoff.fr
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Environmentally-friendly technology for water transportation.
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The BC9000 Beckhoff Ethernet controller controls the motor of the future.

The Institut Energie et Systèmes Electriques at FH Yverdon (EIVD) has been testing fuel cells under practical
operating conditions since 1997. One interesting example is the Hydroxy3000 electric boat featuring a 3 kW fuel cell. The aim of
this project is to test fuel cells for inland water transport and to examine whether they are a realistic alternative to the internal
combustion engines currently used on lakes and canals.

Electric boat features
hydrogen fuel cell

The Hydroxy3000 is a catamaran with a length of 7 m, a width of 2.5 m, and an
unladen weight of 1.5 t. Both hull parts are equipped with a 3 kW electric motor.
The fuel cell is the main source of energy. Batteries balance the energy supply and
serve as an energy reserve in case of problems. The boat can carry seven passengers and travel at a speed of approx. 11 km/h.
The fuel cell is supplied from a 76-liter (200 bar) hydrogen bottle. It drives two
propellers via two 48 V DC motors that are electronically controlled from the
bridge. Since each hull is equipped with a control system, the boat is exceptionally maneuverable. The hydrogen bottle and the fuel cell are located in separate,
naturally ventilated compartments. Vibration and hydrogen sensors can shut
down the hydrogen system in the event of problems. In such an emergency, auxiliary batteries ensure that the boat remains maneuverable and can return to its
base.
The boat features a display that is connected to a GPS device and shows the
speed, the course, the motor output and the remaining energy supply. The complete system is controlled via two independent BC9000 Bus Terminal Controllers:
one controls the fuel cell, the other controls the boat. All parameters controlled
by the sensors are monitored via a laptop that can also carry out detailed data
measurements.
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The water-cooled 3 kW fuel cell consists of 73 individual cells supplying about
60 A at a variable voltage between 40 and 60 V. A heat exchanger dissipates the
heat from the primary cooling system to the lake via a secondary system. The
fuel cell supplies energy to the motors and to a 200 Ah/48 V auxiliary battery. This
battery has such dimensions that it does not require control electronics. It is
charged during times of low motor load. During times of high load, it supplies
additional drive power.
Small controller monitors boat parameters and controls fuel cell
Separate Bus Terminal Controllers with associated I/O terminals are used for controlling the boat and the fuel cell. Both controllers are networked via an Ethernet
connection.
A BC9000 Ethernet controller monitors the boat parameters. It provides safety parameters in the event of problems with the electrical system and alarms indicate
malfunctions. The BC9000 also communicates with the boat control system. The
following parameters are measured: Battery current and voltage, motor current,
motor and battery temperature, speed, course and position of the boat (GPS). Hydrogen concentration in the fuel cell compartment, the bottle compartment and
the cabin are also measured. These parameters inform the captain about the energy flow between the fuel cells, batteries and motors, the speed of the boat, any
hydrogen leaks, etc. Via the control interface, the captain can switch over the
power supply (fuel cell, motor), switch on the motor or the position lights, etc.

Fuel cell with BC9000 for process control.

worldwide

The second BC9000 controls all main fuel cell parameters, i.e. temperature, air
and water supply and discharge, moisture content and pressure of the supply air,
air and hydrogen flow, hydrogen pressure in the bottle and at the fuel cell inlet,
overall voltage of the fuel cell, current generated, and voltage of the individual
cells. Depending on these parameters, the Ethernet controller determines the optimum operating conditions for the fuel cell and influences the different components involved in the operation of the fuel cell, i.e. air compressor, hydrogen return flow compressor, cooling water valve and valve for controlling the moisture
content of the supply air, cooling water pumps, main hydrogen supply valves, and
outlet valves for the hydrogen circuit. The control voltage of the two compressors
is modified via DC/DC converters.
Advanced, environmentally-friendly power generation via fuel cells has clear advantages in terms of energy efficiency and emissions reduction compared with
“classic”, thermal technologies. The technology points to a particularly promising
future for inland water transport involving small to medium-sized boats, because
it generates no water or air pollution/smells and creates relatively little noise. The
technology will certainly become much more prevalent as the price of developing the technology continues to be reduced and as the rapidly evolving market
begins to mature.
FH Yverdon, Institut Energie et Systèmes Electriques www.eivd.ch
Beckhoff Switzerland www.beckhoff.ch
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Complex theater technology with PC-based control

The new,
fully-automated
Carré Theatre
The theater world is an extremely lively market. Continuously changing safety regulations and standards pose
a significant challenge for suppliers of theater technology. Stakebrand Technische Toneelinstallaties, a long-established Dutch
company, decided to implement a new stage technology concept: Control systems for stage curtains and pulleys at the Carré
Theatre in Amsterdam and the Twentse Schouwburg in Enschede are PC-based throughout.
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At the Carré Theatre in Amsterdam,
CX1000 Embedded PCs control the
stage curtains and pulleys.

Stakebrand has been dealing with theater technology for a long time. As early as
1902, the great-grandfather of the current company owner, Han Stakebrand, supplied theater technology for the Carré Theatre. Last year’s modification project
was the fourth refurbishment of the Carré Theatre carried out by Stakebrand over
the years. This latest refurbishment became necessary due to various new occupational health and safety laws and regulations. It was used as an opportunity to
rethink the control concept. “The Twentse Schouwburg and Carré projects were
‘development laboratories’ for our new control concept, as it were,” Thomas
Nagels from Stakebrand explained. “With confidence in the technology and a little courage, we used reliable drive and control components from Beckhoff, SEW,
Hitachi and other companies.”
At the Carré Theatre, Stakebrand designed, built and installed the traction gear,
various pulleys and the complete control concept. The traction gear is the equipment supporting the different curtains and backdrops. Objects can be raised or
lowered via pulleys. The motors and pulleys are now controlled centrally via an
Industrial PC.
Real-time Ethernet control
A glass fiber Ethernet ring with three intelligent switches was installed in the
building. Should one line fail, a different switch will take over. Each switch is connected with three C5102 Industrial PCs from Beckhoff: Two PCs deal with control
tasks, the third one monitors the complete system. Thomas Nagels explained: “All
of the CX1000 Embedded PCs from Beckhoff control the traction gear, motors and
pulleys in real-time. At the same time, large data quantities have to be read from
a database in which all motor and position combinations are stored. This database contains the complete show. The associated data traffic runs over the normal Ethernet network.”
The Carré Theatre features five operating stations, each of which is equipped with
a range of operator control elements, a Beckhoff Control Panel, a C6320 series
Industrial PC and a BK9000 Ethernet Bus Coupler with various Bus Terminals. The
BK9000 communicates with the PC Control via real-time Ethernet.

The signals for the traction gear are transferred to a CX1000 controller via an intelligent switch. Jurjen Verhoeff, support engineer at IAL, the Beckhoff Dutch distribution partner, explained: “The CX1000 is able to execute PC functions via Windows XP Embedded. The Soft PLC running on the CX1000 handles the PLC tasks,
and the CX1000 can also carry out various motion tasks.”
High-precision positioning of the stage curtains
Each driven motor with frequency converter is associated with its own CX1000.
Via PROFIBUS, the CX1000 communicates with the frequency converter that directly controls the motor. Both the controller and the frequency converter receive
feedback about the curtain position. “In this way positioning can be made even
more precise than before,” said Thomas Nagels. “In view of the height, which may
be up to 25 m in some theaters, a tolerance of 1 mm is pretty accurate in our
opinion. In fact, this is actually less than the amount of distance that the steel cables stretch during operation.”
According to Thomas Nagels, the Beckhoff components have many advantages:
“First of all, the Beckhoff system is flexible with regard to the choice of fieldbus.
We currently use Interbus, PROFIBUS and Ethernet, and in future, probably CAN
as well. In principle, it is irrelevant whether we use a separate PC for each motor
or whether we use a central PC that controls everything. In this way we are very
flexible when it comes to configuring the control systems. After all, each theater
is different. Flexibility in terms of the different I/O Bus Terminals is another clear
benefit. In the past, we had separate modules for load measurement purposes.
Now we simply plug in another terminal, connect our resistor bridge, and voilà –
load measurement for our system is dealt with. This is linked back to the controller, which then takes the load into account as appropriate: A heavily loaded
cable will run more slowly.”
“Like the stage curtains, the 58 pulleys are also controlled via the central network. Pulley control is grouped and distributed over four control cabinets, each
of which is equipped with a CX1000. Three Bus Terminals are used for each pulley: One Bus Terminal provides the new tension group, the second one (with dig-
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ital output) controls the pulley, and the third terminal (with digital input)
provides feedback of the actual function of the pulley.”
“The system can be expanded at any time,” said Thomas Nagels. “If we
install another pulley, all we need to do is insert three more Bus Terminals and enter a few parameters. The software automatically detects
whether a pulley is present or not. Our installers can, therefore, commission and parameterize a complete system without a programmer.”

4 x CX1000
for pulley groups

Switch
3 x Industrial PC C5102
Fiber optic
Switch

Switch

Real-time
Ethernet
BK9000

C6320

Reduced development time
Stakebrand uses the TwinCAT automation software from Beckhoff as the
basis of the control system. The system is superimposed by “Stalogic Centurion” operating software, which was developed in-house by Stakebrand. “We developed the PLC program for TwinCAT ourselves, but we
still make use of a large number of standard function blocks, for example, for motion control purposes.” Integration with the PC is an important
factor for Stakebrand: “The visualization software is based on standard
platforms such as Windows XP. We were able to develop the pulley control system for the Carré Theatre very quickly.”
“The system was ready after only one and a half months,” Thomas Nagels
said. “We can now integrate the pulleys in the Ethernet network wherever we need them, without having to lay control cables everywhere.”
Building safety is a vital consideration for theatres. This makes the control system somewhat more complex than for other applications. “We
placed a kind of protective layer over the control system in order to meet
the different requirements,” Thomas Nagels said. According to Jurjen Verhoeff, the plan is to use the TwinSAFE system from Beckhoff in the long
run. The TwinSAFE safety terminals can be integrated seamlessly into the
Bus Terminal system. “This means in the future, we will no longer need a
separate safety system.”

5 x operator control elements
PROFIBUS

80 x CX1000
for stage curtains
Drives

Stakebrand Technische Toneelinstallaties BV:
www.stakebrand.nl
Industrial Automation Link: www.ial.nl
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Sales efforts in
Northern Europe strengthened

Beckhoff
subsidiary
established
in Denmark
With the establishment of a Danish subsidiary
in early January 2005, Beckhoff has further strengthened its
sales efforts and product support in Northern Europe. Like their
Scandinavian counterparts in Finland, Sweden and Norway, customers in Denmark now also benefit from direct Beckhoff support.
Since January, sales to Norwegian companies are also handled directly by
Beckhoff. With branches in Täby near Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö,
Beckhoff Sweden supports customers in nearby Norway with automation
solutions.

Claus Clausen, managing director of the Danish Beckhoff subsidiary

Beckhoff has been active on the Danish
market since 1998, and its “New Automation
Technology” can be found in numerous industrial sectors. The new subsidiary will further strengthen the Beckhoff sales and support efforts and reinforce local customer
orientation. The newly established subsidiary
is located in Glostrup, a suburb of Copenhagen. Claus Clausen, managing director of
the Danish Beckhoff subsidiary: “A further
office in Jütland will expand our distribution
network to western Denmark. One of our
main aims is optimum support and close
contact with customers.”
“The whole range of Beckhoff products is
very interesting for the Danish market, and
I am confident that the technology will continue to spread and go from strength to

strength,” said Claus Clausen. “Our sales
activities currently focus on mechanical engineering companies that either operate locally or are subsidiaries of large, international
companies. Another important area for us
are end customers of automation products
from the production, foodstuff and process
industries.”
Claus Clausen is an experienced engineer
who is familiar with the Danish automation
industry. He has extensive know-how in project design, sales, marketing and management. SattControl and Alfa Laval Automation
(now ABB) were important landmarks in his
professional career. During recent years,
Claus Clausen worked as a consultant for
the automation industry.

Beckhoff Automation ApS
Naverland 2
2600 Glostrup
Denmark
Phone: +45 (43) 467620
Fax:
+45 (43) 466335
denmark@beckhoff.com
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No downtime or production losses
thanks to new control software

TwinCAT
controls
canning line

McCall Farms produces a variety of canned fruits and vegetables that are distributed through all supermarkets
in the southern U.S. under the “Margaret Holmes” brand. In line with strong product sales, there is a continuously high demand
to meet store inventory levels. This requires efficient production with minimal allowances for equipment downtime and wasted product. Plus, according to a McCall Farms mandate, all products must be canned within ten hours of harvest.

High uptime is a crucial factor for the productivity of McCall Farms, located in Effingham, South Carolina. As part of a project to fully automate its 500,000 square
foot plant, McCall Farms installed 4,000 feet of PROFIBUS-networked I/O wiring,
numerous touchscreen HMIs and racks with 70 nodes consisting of Beckhoff I/O.
“PROFIBUS (for all control) and Ethernet (for information and data gathering)
were chosen for their speed and versatility,” Jason Durant, McCall Farms’ electrical engineer said. Three C3640 Industrial PCs from Beckhoff with TwinCAT automation software deal with process control tasks across the plant.
All equipment and departments are interlocked and kept in tight synch – from the
prep room to the “porch” where the final product is unloaded for storage. Using
the touchscreens, operators in each area are capable of stopping upstream production activity. The fill room can stop the inspection area if more product isn’t
needed and similarly, the prep area can stop the porch. The control software used
to be a weak link in the food chain. The assorted can and pouch types McCall
Farms uses require up to four line changes a day. “An on-line change, as our previous software required, would sometimes cause computers to lock up, stopping
the process and generally causing us to lose any food in production at that time,”

Jason Durant said. “Obviously, this was not a good situation and made us reluctant to make changes unless absolutely necessary.”
Flexible, easy-to-use programming speeds conversion
In 2002, the company began searching for a replacement controller software program. According to Durant, software had become a source of nagging problems.
“When we contacted Beckhoff we were impressed by the comprehensive technical support,” Durant said, “In retrospect, the software changeover was an involved, but rewarding process. Another benefit was the cost advantage: TwinCAT
licensing was about 25 percent less expensive than other offerings we looked at
and, even better, there aren’t yearly upgrade fees.”
The User Defined Function Block (UDFB) capability of TwinCAT, which drew Durant’s attention from the start, turned out to be a major timesaver. “There was a
lot of repetitiveness in our programming and the rungs were exactly the same
with just different bits on them,” he explained.
He was able to convert his existing program files almost identically and then
“streamline” the code. This saved considerable code space over the existing im-
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The canning process
The McCall Farms canning process starts with fresh fruits and vegetables
bought from farmers across the southeastern U.S. – peaches, corn, okra,
squash, beans, leafy greens and peanuts. Once trucks reach the plant, each
type of produce has its own unloading area where it goes through a series
of wash tanks for thorough cleaning before being sent to a blancher.
Non-edible material and bad product is removed in the inspection area.
The good product is sent to a filler, which puts the correct amount of food
in each can. After the filler, the cans are seamed and sent to a continuous
feed rotary cooker where they undergo cooking and cooling according to
FDA standards. The cans are temporarily palletized and stored until ready for
labeling. In the final stage, cans are brought to the label line where they’re
labeled, wrapped, palletized again and readied for direct shipment to purchasers.

TwinCAT eliminates downtimes and production losses in the McCall Farms canning
line. The commissioning time was reduced by about 30-40 percent.

all involved without any major problems,” Durant said. “We upgraded our existing HMI program, which directly links into TwinCAT via an OPC Server connection.”

plementation but, more importantly, made the program much easier to modify
and debug. “This amounted to about a 30 to 40 percent savings in programming
time,” Durant said. “We used three of the programming languages and tailored
them to the area of the facility we were controlling. These are Sequential Function Chart, Structured Text and Ladder Logic programming.”
The change-over has been so seamless that McCall Farms machine operators
don’t know that they’ve switched to TwinCAT. “It has been ‘business as usual’ for

All feast, no famine
Recently, McCall Farms avoided considerable expense from potentially wasted
product because TwinCAT runs in the Microsoft Windows kernel, and is independent of other operating system processes. A whitebox computer in their cook
room locked up and Durant was unable to make an immediate corrective action.
But because TwinCAT runs in the kernel mode, the process was able to complete
without problem, resulting in zero loss of product.
“All five of our rotary cookers and all four of our pot cookers would have went
down,” Durant said. “This saved us several thousands of dollars that we definitely
would have lost, had we still been using our previous software.”
With what appears to be a winning automation fit, Durant and McCall Farms are
confident in their future plans for the solution. “If we want to add a new piece
of equipment or modify an existing process, it is very smooth and easy to implement,” he said. “We’re also able to easily simulate all of our changes off-line –
without being physically connected to hardware. This allows us to optimize the
code before running it on the plant floor. But overall, the biggest benefit has definitely been reliability and uptime on the line.”
McCall Farms www.mccallfarms.com
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EtherCAT products and solutions at SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2004

EtherCAT Technology Group continues to grow
EtherCAT becomes IEC specification
At the end of February, EtherCAT became an official IEC specification (PAS, Publicly Available Specification) with 96 % of the votes from IEC member states. In
future, the EtherCAT specification will therefore also be available via the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission). This is a very clear demonstration of the
openness of EtherCAT technology! Via the EtherCAT website members of the
EtherCAT Technology Group have access to the specification and other helpful
documents relating to EtherCAT.
Beyond this highly significant standardization step, EtherCAT will also be introduced in other international standards. For example, EtherCAT is currently being
introduced in the IEC 61784-2 standard (Digital data communications for measurement and control – Part 2: Additional profiles for ISO/IEC 8802-3 based communication networks in real-time applications), which is being developed with involvement by ETG experts. EtherCAT technology will also be integrated in the
next version of the international fieldbus standard, IEC 61158. ISO (International
Standardization Organization) includes EtherCAT in the ISO 15745 standard - voting on this is currently under way.
The close co-operation of the EtherCAT Technology Group with international standardization committees is thus bearing fruit: In August 2004 the IEC recognized
the ETG as an official standardization partner with the same status as PNO or ODVA, for example.

ETG is now the largest organization for Industrial Ethernet
in the world
The popularity of the EtherCAT Technology Group is unabated. With more than
170 members the ETG is now the largest organization for Industrial Ethernet in
the world. Martin Rostan, Beckhoff product manager and Executive Director of
ETG, said: “We are pleased that the EtherCAT Technology Group is now the
largest Industrial Ethernet organization in the world. The strong growth of the
ETG reflects the tremendous interest in EtherCAT technology. Manufacturers and
users recognize the benefits offered by EtherCAT: Future-proof performance, flexible network topology, simple configuration, and low costs. Nevertheless, while
the number of members is an important criterion for the success of a technology
organization, it is not the crucial one. During the current phase, acceptance of the
technology resulting in concrete product developments is even more important.
Here too, the ETG and Beckhoff are very successful: About 80 implementation kits
(master and slave) have already been sold, and more than 30 companies have already presented or announced products.”

EtherCAT Technology Group
www.ethercat.org
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Hanover Fair 2005:
EtherCAT Technology Group presents

Industrial Ethernet seminar series

Experience EtherCAT locally: At the end of April the EtherCAT Technology
Group will hold Industrial Ethernet seminars in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
The seminars are sponsored by well-known companies and will offer an overview
of the different Ethernet “flavors” and also provide a detailed introduction to
EtherCAT, of course. The seminars are aimed at users and device manufacturers
faced with a decision on the next generation of their network technology.
The following events have been scheduled:
Monday, April 25, 2005
Hanover/Germany
Tuesday, April 26, 2005
Stuttgart/Germany
Wednesday, April 27, 2005 Zurich/Switzerland
Thursday, April 28, 2005 Linz/Austria
Friday, April 29, 2005
Nuremberg/Germany
In addition, at the end of May there will be a series of events in the USA
(Chicago, IL, Detroit, MI, Charlotte, NC, Atlanta, GA).
The following topics will be discussed:
| Ethernet overview: CSMA/CD, TCP/IP, etc.
| Comparison of Industrial Ethernet solutions: Modbus/TCP, PROFINET,
Ethernet/IP + CIPsync, Powerlink, SERCOSIII, EtherCAT
| EtherCAT – the Ethernet fieldbus
| Motion control with EtherCAT
| Safety over EtherCAT
| Simple implementation: effort, costs, tools
| Trouble-free migration? From fieldbus to EtherCAT
| From theory to practice: EtherCAT in action
Further information + online registration:
www.ethercat.org/seminar2005

EtherCAT products and solutions

The 2004 SPS/IPC/DRIVES fair in Nuremberg/Germany was the first event where
ETG had its own stand, presenting EtherCAT products from various manufacturers and a concrete EtherCAT application. A total of 28 member companies were
presented at the ETG stand and announced associated products. Numerous
EtherCAT implementations involve both the master side and the slave side.
At the Factory Automation section of the Hannover fair ETG will once again
be present with its own 80 sqm stand. 30 ETG members will present EtherCAT
products and complete system solutions covering drive technology, sensors,
I/O systems, gateways, interfaces, tools, etc.

ETG stand at the Hanover Fair:
Hall 9, Booth F13
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Trade shows 2005
GO Automation, Basel, Switzerland
Hanover Fair 2004

FA/PA 2004, Beijing, China

Denmark
HI Industri 2005
September 06 – 09, 2005
Herning
www.hi-industri.dk

Sweden
Elmia Motek
March 15 – 17, 2005
Jönköping
www.elmia.se/motek

Europe

Germany

MOTEK
September 27 – 30, 2005
Sinsheim
www.motek-messe.de

Russia
SCANAUTOMATIC 2005
October 18 – 21, 2005
Stockholm
www.scanautomatic.se

HMI – Hanover Fair
April 11 – 15, 2005
Hanover
Hall 9 Booth F06

SPS/IPC/DRIVES
November 22 – 24, 2005

www.pta-expo.ru

www.mesago.de/sps/

Finland

Austria

Automaatio 05
September 06 – 08, 2005
Helsinki

www.hannovermesse.de

Progressive Technologies in Automation
October 28 – 21, 2005
Moscow

SibPolitech
October 26 – 28, 2005
Novosibirsk
www.sibfair.ru

IFAT 2005
April 25 – 29, 2005
Munich
Hall A1 Booth 226

SMART Automation
October 05 – 07, 2005
Linz

www.finnexpo.fi/automaatio

Hi-Tech House
November 23 – 26, 2005
Moscow

www.ifat.de

www.smart-automation.at

Italy

www.hitechhouse.ru

LIGNA 2005
May 02 – 06, 2005
Hanover
Hall 19 Booth D20

austrotec
June 08 – 10, 2005
Graz
Hall 10 A Booth 208

INTEL 2005
May 17 – 21, 2005
Milan

PTA Ural
December 06 – 08, 2005
Ekaterinburg

www.intelshow.com

www.pta-expo.ru/ural/

www.ligna.de

www.messecentergraz.at/austrotec05/

EMO
September 14 – 21, 2005
Hanover

Switzerland

www.emo-hannover.de

ineltec
September 06 – 09, 2005
Basel
www.ineltec.ch
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SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2004, Nuremberg, Germany

Hi-Tech House 2004, Moscow, Russia

North America

SemiCon
July 12 – 14, 2005
San Francisco
Hall North, Booth 5180

USA

www.semi.org

Asia

China
The 8th Northeast China
International Instrument & Industrial
Automation Exhibition
April 06 – 09, 2005
Shenyang, Liaoning
Booth 104, 105

The 9th CXMEE
April 12 – 15, 2005
Xiamen, Fujian
Booth C253, C254

AM Expo
May 10 – 12, 2005
Greenville, South Carolina
Booth 559

PackExpo
September 26 – 28, 2005
Las Vegas

www.am-expo.com/greenville/

http://pei2004.packexpo.com/

SPS Electric Automation America
May 24 – 26, 2005
Chicago

Canada

www.sps-america.com

Automation Technology Expo
June 13 – 15, 2005
New York City

The 9th China International
Exhibition of Modern Factory/Process
Automation Technology & Equipment
June 14 – 17, 2005
Beijing
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Control Cabinet PC C63xx

|

www.beckhoff.com/C63xx/

| PC11-25E |

Beckhoff Industrial PC

C6320

C6330

C6340

C6350

Compact PC Control

C6335

C6325

➔
➔
➔
➔

Panel PC CP63xx

Standard PC technology with ultra-compact design
PC control with the look and feel of a PLC
Removable internal chassis
Drives and plug-in cards are easily accessible

The Mini-PCs with maximum features
The C63xx series of Industrial PCs has been designed for control cabinet
installation. These control cabinet PCs are particularly well-suited for applications
where Industrial PC technology in ultra-compact design is required:
C6320: Intel Celeron 733 MHz (optionally Intel P III 850 MHz), 3-slot passive
backplane (1 free PCI slot), 20 GB IDE hard disk, 128-512 MB
SDRAM DIMM module, 1 x Ethernet, 2 x RS232, 2 x USB, optional
fieldbus interface
C6325: fanless version of C6320
C6330: additional IDE CD-ROM drive (CD-RW, CD/DVD-ROM optional)
C6335: fanless version of C6330
C6340: as C6320 with two additional PCI slots
C6350: as C6330 with two additional PCI slots
CP63xx: Panel PC in combination with Beckhoff built-in Control Panel CP68xx

Embedded Control

Embedded PC Control

➔ PC Control

BECKHOFF New Automation Technology

